FOREWORD
Dear UC San Diego undergraduate community,
Just nine months ago, this Assessment was simply a vision. I had no direction on where to begin, what information to include, or what results might arise from the data surveyed. However, I knew very clearly that the outcome should be one
that reinforces transparency and accountability. I wanted to create an Assessment that documents the current financial
environment of Associated Students, that describes how our budget impacts our work, and that creates a broad plan of
action upon which future student leaders can base their platforms. As many UC San Diego students can attest to, our University has entered into a period of growth and expansion. And as our university grows, so does the collective voice of
the student body. This year, I am proud of the progress that has been made on a number of front relating to student organizations, basic needs insecurity, mental health, and transportation, among numerous others. All of this in addition to
providing high quality programs and services overseen by almost thirty different offices, services, and commissions. This
year, I have witnessed first hand how ASUCSD works incredibly hard to deliver results for the students, keeping the student body at the forefront of our minds at every decision point. From a financial standpoint, we understand that without
the fees that students pay each quarter, our work would become immeasurably tougher, if not impossible, to accomplish.
This document, therefore, is one that truly sets the stage for the next three to five years so that we can continue to work
responsibly for the students. Throughout the pages ahead, I describe the A.S. budget process in detail so that students
can understand with full disclosure and transparency the method by which their fees are allocated. I then provide a discussion on our revenues and explain the sources of our income and how their levels might change over the next few
years. In addition, this Assessment analyzes in-depth budget allocations thematically through each section of the Executive Budget. It also emphasizes key control mechanisms that mitigate waste. At each step of the way, as well as more generally at the document’s conclusion, I provide recommendations on how to bolster the financial sustainability of Associated Students—providing a blueprint that upcoming student leaders can use to effectively reform the programs and processes of Associated Students so that we can better represent students.
Under no circumstances could I have undertaken such an impactful task alone. The 2016-2017 Office of Finance and Resources staff—Yash Thukral, Andrew Thai, Priyal Vij, Nathan Park, Kimberly Nguyen, and Jacobzen Chang—spent countless hours over many months (including late nights and early mornings) researching, analyzing, writing, editing, arguing,
debating, and enjoying completing this Assessment. I am incredibly proud of how far each of them has progressed in
their ability to take on burdensome tasks and complete them thoroughly. I sincerely hope that each one will continue to
serve the student body in their multiple leadership roles.
Furthermore, I would like to thank Senior Associate Vice President Student Organizations Angie Aguilar, and Associate
Vice President Enterprises and Services Ryan Moossighi, for taking on important, but often unrecognized work that student truly do appreciate (most of the time). Angie has reviewed upwards of 1,000 funding requests this year for hundreds
of members of student organizations. Ryan has overseen a nascent Safe Rides program as well as the growth of Triton
Outfitters this year. More on both of these areas of ASUCSD are discussed within the Assessment, but their leadership
has made all the difference. Because of them, the Office of Finance and Resources is stronger, more unified, and better
prepared to make unprecedented gains in the coming years.
Finally, two significant people helped shape me in this role for the better. The first is Tristan Britt, my predecessor. Tristan
transitioned me into this role, teaching my everything I needed to know to succeed—not in the technical sense, but in
the mindset, the outlook, the worth ethic. He taught me the approach to success in this role. And this year, I am proud
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that because of his influence, ASUCSD has succeeded. The second is A.S. President Daniel Juarez. Through her actions,
Daniel taught me that persistence is the key to accomplishment. Daniel has changed this campus for the better in enduring, lasting ways because of her ethic to work harder than anyone else and keep the focus on the ultimate goal. Many of
ASUCSD’s successes noted in this Assessment occurred in large part because of President Juarez.
As you read this Assessment, please do so with an open mind. All the recommendations provided are done so with the
intention of supporting the undergraduates on our campus. Please feel free to contact me if you would like to go more in
depth into this Assessment or if I can help you better understand how your student fees are spent.
Sincerely,

Justin Pennish
Financial Controller, 2016-2017
Associated Students, UC San Diego
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A B O U T A S S O C I AT E D S T U D E N T S
Mission Statement
Our mission is to facilitate and encourage students to grow and develop through their involvement in student government, its services and auxiliaries. We promote student engagement in all areas of campus life through leadership, advocacy, and service in order to build and strengthen our community.

Vision Statement
The vision of the ASUCSD Council is to foster a cohesive community through active interaction and communication with
students, the administration, and the greater San Diego Community. We will represent a diverse but unified voice, provide support for those within our community, and focus on the issues that directly affect the people with whom we have
the responsibility to serve. We will look to the future with new and innovative ideas about how to improve the community
and approach problems, but will draw inspiration from the rich history that has shaped students today and will continue
to in the future.
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E X E C U T I V E S U M M A RY
The budget and fiscal outlook for Associated Students (hereafter “ASUCSD” or “A.S.”) over the next three to five years is
strong. Underlying a general projection of sustainable budget growth and an anticipated bottom-line surplus through the
foreseeable future, lies a story of expansion on multiple fronts. It is because of this, that the financial portrait, as it relates
to their student government, stands to be colorful and vibrant for undergraduates at UC San Diego.
This academic year, 2016-2017, the ASUCSD Executive Budget peaked at $5.28 million, the largest amount in the association’s history. Of course, with these resources comes the attached potential to create, maintain, and provide superior
student programs, services, and advocacy initiatives that span across the entire spectrum of undergraduate interests and
needs. Between the ASUCSD Council, composed of four executive offices, twelve associate vice presidents offices, and
multiple commissions, services, and enterprises, and the ASUCSD Senate, composed of thirty elected and appointed student leaders serving as the campus-wide voice for their respective constituencies, our ability to outreach to more students in innovative ways is unprecedented.
Over the past number of years, repeated budget shortfalls made it clear that substantive changes were needed if
ASUCSD were to continue to grow. It was not the irresponsible use of funds, but rather the demand for ASUCSD services, a general increase in prices, and a desire to produce even greater results, which required ASUCSD to work towards
increasing the budget size. In Spring 2016, the undergraduate student body voted to approve a fee increase which
raised the Campus Activity Fee by $14.92. This referendum, the first ASUCSD fee referendum since 2009 and the last until at least 2019, created the conditions necessary for expansion.
To provide broader data that support these changes, Activity Fee Income rose by 28% for a total of $5.17 million. Combined with additional income generated through other sources—A.S. Graphic Studio revenue, Student Sustainability Collective reserve returns, and A.S. prior-year carry forward—the total budget equated to $5.28 million.
On the allocation side, consider the financial changes made this year alone that have already improved campus life in
ways that far outweigh the measure of their monetary inputs:
• $30,000 to extend the Triton Food Pantry to over twice its original size
• $3,000 to establish a new A.S. Fellowship program for new first-year and transfer students
• $4,850 in combined allocations to operate two new A.S. offices: the Office of Health and Wellness and the Office of
Food and Housing Resources
• $200,000 more over 2015-2016 for the Sun God Festival
• $15,000 more over 2015-2016 for Hullabaloo
• $92,000 more in student organization programming funds that allowed the Student Organization Funding Advisory
Board to increase the amount organizations may receive
• $9,000 for two brand new, one-time, funding initiatives for student organizations to purchase items not previously permitted
• $20,000 more to send student delegations to local and statewide legislative and lobbying conferences that improve
the quality of student priorities at UC San Diego
While this list is by no means exhaustive, it demonstrates the positive impact that this year’s budget environment has permitted. The rest of this Assessment analyses the above and much more in detail.
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2016-2017 EXECUTIVE BUDGET
OVERVIEW
A.S. Budget Process
Associated Students is charged with collecting and expending the Campus Activity Fee paid each quarter by each registered undergraduate student. This fee, along with other income generated by ASUCSD and its auxiliaries, becomes the
budget basis by which ASUCSD sustains its internal operations, support campus-wide programs, and provide valuable
student services. In order to successfully allocate this income to carry out the aforementioned priorities in an accountable
and transparent manner, ASUCSD establishes an annual Executive Budget detailing all income and allocations.
The overall budget process occurs in two distinct phases, with an initial non-comprehensive budget approved the last
week of Spring Quarter (Week 10) and a comprehensive revision in early Fall Quarter (Week 3). The initial budget, referred to as the “Summer Budget,” allocates “just enough” funds for ASUCSD offices to function over the summer
months and first three weeks of fall. Its intention is to allocate a fraction of total funds that each office, service, and commission is likely to receive for the year. Since A.S. leaders begin their terms office in spring, the Summer Budget provides
officeholders with sufficient working capital to plan and launch initiatives taking place at the start of the year. More importantly, postponing the more consequential second phase allows each individual to utilize the summer vacation to evaluate their overarching goals and research potential funding levels associated with implementing those goals.
Logistically, the Financial Controller prepares and submits the Summer Budget to the Associated Students Senate at the
last Senate meeting of the academic year, after the whole of the new Senate and Council have begun their terms of office. Upon joint consideration of the budget as governed by the A.S. Standing Rules, the Senate, by a majority vote, approves the budget. As a general trend, approximately 35% of the entire budget is allocated at this time, with a significant
share of this total allocated to A.S. Concerts & Events (ASCE). In the 2017 summer budget, ASCE received its full annual
funding with the exception of minor adjustments made in fall. The large-scale and costly nature of event planning requires ASCE to know with certainty its available resources so they can begin the lengthy process of booking artists, renting equipment, securing health permits, and exploring areas for event growth. Furthermore, since ASCE maintains a relatively stable portfolio of events its hosts each year, large variations in budget requests are unlikely.
A formal approval of the Executive Budget yields two results. First, funds are officially allocated and become immediately
available for use. The ASUCSD Constitution expressly states that the A.S. Senate shall “control all ASUCSD funds and appropriate those as they see fit in consultation with the Executives,” in this case by voting to approve the budget. In other
words, only funds allocated for a specific purpose may be utilized. Second, passage of the budget assigns budget
authority to individuals tasked with overseeing and expending their respective allocations within the confines of the approved line items. For example, $1,000 allocated to the A.S. Office of Academic Affairs also grants the Associate Vice
President, Academic Affairs access and title to those funds, meaning no further approval for expenditure is required.
The Fall Revise process results in the comprehensive, annual budget that accounts for the total collection and allocation
of ASUCSD funds for the year. Figure 4.1 presents a detailed breakdown of the preparation of the Fall Revise, a function
oversee by the Financial Controller. The Appendix includes a copy of the 2016-2017 Executive Budget.
The Financial Controller begins authoring the Fall Revise for consideration on Week 3. Since the process requires at least
one month’s preparation, the initial work begins prior to the start of the academic year. As part of authoring a document
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FIGURE 4.1
A.S. FALL REVISE BUDGET PROCESS TIMELINE - FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
Summer

Late
August

Begin preparation of the Fall Revise. The Financial Controller reviews the year-end budget
report provided by the Student Life Business Office detailing the status of each index account
To facilitate the budget writing process, and to ensure that those to be designated with

Week 0

budget authority can make specific requests, the Financial Controller begins meeting with A.S.
executives, associate vice president, commission leader, and service leaders to discuss budget
requests for the year
Drafting of the annual budget principles commences. These budget principles establish an
objective framework by which to evaluate all allocation decision. Meetings with the parties

Week 1

referenced above continue as budget requests are further evaluated and clarified. At this time,
the Student Life Business Office provides Associated Students with the current career
employee salary information required for inclusion in the budget.
The Financial Controller prepares the first draft of the budget document. In week 2, auxiliary

Fall

budgets for A.S. entities receiving referendum lock-ins are received, including SPACES, ASP,
Week 2

SIAPS, SSC, and KSDT. These auxiliary budgets are presented to the Senate during Week 3 at
the same time as the Executive Budget.During week 2, the Senate also adopts a set of annual
budget principles. All final budget requests are to be submitted by Friday of this week.
Final changes are made to the budget document as associate vice president’s are notified of
the final determination of their office budgets based on their submitted requests. On

Week 3

Wednesday of Week 3, the Financial Controller submits the Fall Revise to Finance Committee
for markup and preliminary approval, and then to the full Senate for final approval. After the
passage of the Executive Budget, the auxiliary budget of referendum lock-in entities are
approved.

that accurately and responsibly reflects the vision and priorities for Associated Students for the year, the Financial Controller meets individuals with the leaders of each A.S. office, commission and service,s as well as auxiliary departments and
other entities requesting or requiring use of A.S. funds. These meetings consist of a discussion of annual goals, potential
funding requirements, and justifications for any requested allocation. A successful meeting results in a line item budget
request.
Since the Financial Controller retains the proprietary responsibility of authoring the Executive Budget, they will consider
each request received and determine a recommended allocation. In addition to the requests, the Controller takes into
account multiple additional factors, including:
• Historical levels of funding for the office. Large yearly increases will require substantially more justification than smaller
upticks or downticks
• Overall fiscal environment for ASUCSD. During years when overall fund levels are lower, final allocations are likely to be
lower than the allocations requested
• Feasibility of fund utilization. If an office requests a large allocation, but it is determined that it is unlikely these funds
can be responsibly used within the year, such a request may not be entertained
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One common misconception associated with the Fall Revise is that each line item allocation constitutes a separate addition to the amount listed in the Summer Budget. To the contrary, funds allocated in fall are only marginal. Only the excess between the Fall Revise and the Summer Budget is the increase. Consider for instance the Summer Budget allocated $1,000 to the Office of the President. Subsequently, ASUCSD amends this line item to read $3,000 in the Fall Revise. This means that an additional $2,000 is allocated for the Office of the President for the remainder of the year. If the
Office had expended all $1,000 over the summer, only $2,000 remains for the rest of the year. Ultimately, though the allocation process occurs in two phases, the Summer Budget and Fall Revise constitute the same, single budget.
After passage, the Financial Controller ensures that all funds are properly deposited into the proper index accounts, that
funds become accessible, and funds are responsibly used only for the stated intent by which they were allocated.

A.S. Budget Principles
ASUCSD stands proud in its unique role as the collective voice for undergraduates. As such, we take it upon ourselves to
use student fees only in ways which enhance the quality of life on-campus and make UC San Diego a more student-focus
and student-centered space. Among the fiscal values ASUCSD treasures include accountability and transparency. To facilitate this, it is imperative we identify standards to guide our actions.
In October 2016, at the design and recommendation of the Financial Controller, the Senate adopted for the first time a
series of budget principles that establish an objective framework on which to base all appropriations decisions.
The five inaugural budget principles are outlined here. The Appendix displays the complete document as approved by
ASUCSD Senate.
I.

A Student Centered Budget: Budget allocations directly impact the student body. These types of funds are
best described as allocations to programs, advocacy initiatives, and services. Examples include the Sun
God Festival, A.S. Safe Rides, the Triton Food Pantry, the A.S. Fellowship, and funds set aside for student
organization programming. The objective is to minimize overhead and internal operations spending in order to maximize direct student benefit.

II.

A Focus on Priorities: Each year brings a new set of priorities that ASUCSD coalesces around. Therefore,
the budget should reflect the current and most pressing priorities for undergraduates. In 2016-2017, these
include basic needs insecurity, affordable education, student retention, athletic participation, student organization funding, statewide lobbying efforts, and mental health, among others.

III.

Support for A.S. Offices, Commissions, and Services: Budget allocations should reflect each office’s anticipated growth for the fiscal year. There must be a balance between supporting essential programs and tying up funds which could be better used for other purposes. Ensuring that the annual goals of student leaders are sufficiently met means the budget should take into account the unique initiatives offices intend to
implement. In this sense, financial resources should mirror expected growth.

IV.

Fiscal Responsibility and Sustainability: Compromising fiscal solvency is not an option. The budget must,
regardless of circumstance, balance and incur no bottom-line deficit.

V.

Justification: Each line item should be thoroughly justified as to why its inclusion in the budget is necessary.
When ASUCSD commits student fees for a particular use, the reasoning should be unequivocally clear as
to why students should incur those costs through the decisions made by their representatives.
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Components of the Executive Budget
Operating Reserves and Carry Forward
The Executive Budget begins with an enumeration on the status of non-closing accounts, namely operating reserves
and prior year carry forward. Operating reserves consist of mandate reserves, the general A.S. savings account.
Various A.S. enterprises retain their own committed reserves as well, for instance Senior Memory Book. Per a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in effect between ASUCSD and A.S. Senior Memory Book, all income generated from the
Memory Book remains in its own index and is not returned to the A.S. unallocated pool of funds. Any transfer of funds
from the Memory Book index requires a written agreement by both parties listed on the Memorandum—in this case the
Financial Controller on behalf of Associated Students and the Associate Vice President, Enterprises and Services on behalf of A.S. Senior Memory Book. Chapter 9 discusses enterprises more in-depth, to provide context, since all A.S. enterprises are considered to be operationally separate from A.S., funds cannot by convention be automatically returned to
A.S. unless an agreement permitting such a transfer is established. Therefore, while A.S. Senior Memory Book is counted
as revenue, it is not considered expendable for budget purposes. Therefore, this balance appears as a reserve balance in
the Executive Budget rather than as expendable income.

Revenues
Campus Activity Fee income constituted 97.8 of total income in 2016-2017. The Activity Fee is significant for two reasons: it is subject to both referendum lock-ins and return to aid. A lock-in earmarks funds for a specific purpose as
voted on by students in a referendum vote. While Associated Students maintains oversight over the entirety of the Activity Fee, when students vote to lock-in a certain amount for a particular purpose, the amount must be allocated to the specific entity the referendum language dictates.
These allocations are required and non-

FIGURE 4.2

negotiable. Generally, lock-ins fund

COMPONENTS OF THE A.S. BUDGET

independently-run auxiliaries of Associated Students. Examples of current lock-ins for student-

Section

Title

1

Operating Reserve Balances and Contributions

2

Activity Fee Income

3

Referendum Allocations and Return to Aid

4

Other Income

the Activity Fee as do salaries covering career

5

Career Employees

employees of the A.S. Graphic Studio (listed in

6

Office of the President

7

Office of Campus Affairs

8

Office of Finance and Resources

9

Office of External Affairs

Likewise, return to aid constitutes 29% of the

10

General and Administrative

fee amount over $21.00 and is returned directly

11

Council, Senate, and Staff Stipends

run spaces include the Student Promoted Access Center for Education and Service
(SPACES), KSDT Radio, and the Student Sustainability Collective (SSC). Each college council
also receives an annual lock-in allocation from

the Executive Budget as Alternative Media Services). All lock-in amounts are immediately deducted from the top line of the Executive
Budget.

to the UC San Diego Financial Aid Office to
help meed to financial needs of undergraduate
students.
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After deducting these mandated line items, all other income is allocable at the sole discretion of ASUCSD. This includes
the remainder of the Campus Activity Fee as well as prior year carry forward and income returned to ASUCSD from the
A.S. Graphic Studio and excess reserves held by the Student Sustainability Collective.
• A.S. Graphic Studio income: Revenue derived from paid graphic services provided to student organizations,
departments, and off-campus clients. Per a current Memorandum of Understanding between Associated Students and A.S. Graphic Studio, 50% of Graphic Studio income is retained and the other 50% returned to
ASUCSD each year end.
• Prior year carry forward: When a surplus exists at fiscal close, all unused and uncommitted funds roll over to
the succeeding year as unallocated funds included in the Executive Budget.
• Student Sustainability Collective reserve income: Since the Student Sustainability Collective (SSC) is funded
through a lock-in, unused funds at fiscal close remain with the SSC and are placed into a reserve account. The
SSC charter contains a rule stating that “Any amount over $100,000 shall return to A.S.” At the beginning of
fiscal year 2017, the Financial Controller discovered that this reserve account contained $151,465. Therefore,
ASUCSD absorbed these funds.
Allocations
Budget allocations fall into one of seven general categories:
I.

Referendum and Return to Aid

II.

Office of the President

III.

Office of Campus Affairs

IV.

Office of Finance and Resources

V.

Office of External Affairs

VI.

General and Administrative

VII.

Stipends (Council, Senate,
Staff)

Each one is discussed thoroughly in Chapter

FIGURE 4.3
EXECUTIVE BUDGET GENERAL FORMULA
Activity Fee Income
=

Expendable Activity Funds

-

Referendum and Return to Aid

=

Expendable Funds After Referendum and Return to Aid

nent subcategories and line items contained

+

Other Income (graphic, prior year, reserve)

within each.

=

Expendable Funds After Other Income

-

Career Employee Allocations

-

Office of the President Allocations

-

Office of Campus Affairs Allocations

-

Office of Finance and Resources Allocations

-

Office of External Affairs Allocations

-

General and Administrative Allocations

-

Council, Senate, and Staff Stipend Allocations

=

Remaining Amount after Allocations (Surplus/Deficit)

6 “Analysis of Allocations.”
The figure provides a general overview of
each major budget category and the promi-
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A N A LY S I S O F R E V E N U E S
As referenced in Chapter 4, ASUCSD revenues derive from multiple sources, first among them the Campus Activity Fee.
In 2016-2017, total income increased by $1.5 million—the largest single-year increase to date. The cause behind this? An
increase in the quarterly fee collected. Other income derived from the A.S. Graphic Studio, Student Sustainability Collective, and rollover funds from 2015-2016 provide additional and increasingly valuable, financial support.

Revenue Analysis 2016-2017

SSC Excess Reserves
$51,464.56
0.97%

Campus Activity Fee
$5,171,256.00
98%

2.16%
Prior Year Carry Forward
$47,032.90
0.89%

Graphic Studio Return
$15,719.40
0.30%

As verifiable in the pie chart above, this year, Activity Fee Income constituted almost 98% of total income. Given that the
entire A.S. budget is predicated almost entirely on this income stream, to understand ASUCSD finances requires a working knowledge of how the fee is assessed and how total income from this fee is determined each year.

2016-2017 Income Analysis
Calculation of the Campus Activity Fee
The current fee is assessed at $67.25 per student per quarter. Multiplying this amount by three quarters per year and
then by the estimated undergraduate attendance for the year yields annual fee income.
To estimate annual attendance, ASUCSD relies on data from the Student Life Business Office (“SLBO” or “Business Office”). Since actual attendance rates are unavailable until the end of each quarter and year, it is impossible to speculate
these figures without error. Additionally, the unintended consequences of accidentally overestimating revenue could
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prove detrimental to ASUCSD finances. Instead, SLBO computes attendance through a weighted average of the previous year’s attendance plus any adjustments associated with an overall increase in campus-wide enrollment rates.
2016-2017 CAMPUS ACTIVITY FEE INCOME CALCULATION
Quarterly Fee

$67.25

Academic Quarters

3

Estimated Annual Attendance

25,632

Total Activity Fee Income

$5,171,256

However, this is not without key shortcomings. For example, according to the
2016-2017 third week enrollment reports
published by the Registrar’s Office, fall,
winter, and spring enrollments were
28,127, 27,094, and 26,069. On average,
this means next year’s expected attendance 27,096 students. But these num-

bers to be budgeted for next year, are actual enrollment figures this year. This means that while ASUCSD only considers
a budget here 25,632 students are paying the Campus Activity Fee, on average 27,096 students pay the Activity Fee.
Taking this differential and multiplying it by the quarterly fee by three quarters means ASUCSD collects $295,362 more
than the budget document shows. At fiscal-close these funds would appear in ASUCSD accounts as unallocated to be
carried forward to next year. The point of emphasis is that ASUCSD has been relying on an underestimation of student
enrollment, which therefore underestimates the total size of the budget. Almost $300,000 are undisclosed as a result.

Full Disclosure of A.S. Income
Prior to 2015-2016, A.S. Finance leadership relied on a tactic of intentionally underestimating income to ensure conservatism in the budget process. Rather than budgeting for full expected attendance when calculating Campus Activity Fee
Income, they would reduce the attendance percentage by 1-2%. This created the effect of reducing budgeted revenues
as to leave a hidden buffer of funds collected but not considered expendable in the Executive Budget. This buffer could
then serve as a safeguard—unallocated and accessible—against unforeseen costs throughout the year.
This is a position the current A.S. Finance leadership strongly opposes and has rejected this year. Instead, the Financial
Controller introduced a clearer approach which improves the full disclosure and transparency of the fee allocation process. As a student government, it is imperative that all revenues be adequately accounted for in the Executive Budget to
avoid misrepresenting A.S. finances to the student body. When ASUCSD wishes to protect against uncertainty, it is the
responsibility of the Financial Controller, other executives, senate, and council to consciously contribute to reserve accounts or contingency funds. “Hiding” funds that while present, are not accounted for in the budget, stands antithetical
to Associated Students’ pronounced principle of fee transparency. The 2016-2017 Executive Budget relies on the aforementioned “full disclosure” model.

Stable vs. Unstable Income
Broadly speaking, income can be split into two types: stable and unstable. Stable income represents funds that are consistently collected each year. The Campus Activity Fee is the most notable; It is guaranteed, and changes in the fee
amount, at least for the next three years, are known ahead of time. Graphic Studio income is also considered stable.
While not technically guaranteed, so long as the Graphic Studio performs revenue-generating work, ASUCSD receives
50% at year-end.
Prior year carry forward and other forms of one-time income are classified as unstable sources. Unstable income is characterized by the lack of certainty in either receiving the income or in the amount of income received. For example, this year
the SSC returned $51,465 to ASUCSD from its reserves, decreasing the total SSC reserve to $100,000. If at fiscal close
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2017 the SSC has minimal carry forward, then the amount returned to A.S. next year will be substantially lower. If the SSC
has no carry forward then no income would be recognized in next year’s Executive Budget.
5 Year Review of Campus Activity Fee Income
From 2012-2016, Activity Fee income remained largely unchanged, with minor increases from 2012-2015 and a small decrease in 2015-2016. During this four-year sequence, income averaged $3,614,872. Nominal increases in the activity fee
each year, coupled with a largely stagnant attendance rate meant the overall allocations to programs and services remained unchanged as well. While ASUCSD sustained itself financially, members were unable to expand the variety of programs, services, and initiatives offered to students, despite the growing demand.
The jump arises primarily from the Spring 2016 fee referendum where students voted to raise the Campus Activity Fee by
$14.92 from $52.33 to $67.25—a 28% increase. This represents the first actual budget increase in the last five years that
is not the result of basic CPI fee adjustments.

Activity Fee Income, 2012-2017
$5,500,000
$5,171,256
$5,000,000

$4,500,000

$4,000,000

$3,821,981

$3,704,964

$3,583,826
$3,500,000

$3,000,000

$3,348,717

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

5 Year Review of Total Income
In May 2016, Associated Students and Triton Outfitters entered into an agreement to use any surplus of ASUCSD funds
at fiscal close 2016 to pay down the debt of Triton Outfitters. The agreed mechanism for payment was to pull from the
50% returned from the A.S. Graphic Studio. The total amount returned to ASUCSD from ASGS in 2015-2016 was
$25,181.85. After paying the Triton Outfitters $9,462.25 debt balance, $15,719.40 returned to ASUCSD for inclusion in
the Executive Budget.
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5 YEAR SUMMARY OF TOTAL INCOME
2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

Activity Fee Income

$3,348,717

$3,583,826

$3,821,981

$3,704,964

$5,171,256

Prior Year Carry Forward

$0

$13,595

$0

$0

$47,032.90
$15,719.40

Graphic Studio Income

$27,480

$20,000

$25,000

$33,007
*($25,181.85)

Enterprise Income

$0

$20,000

$10,000

$0

$0

Reserve Income

$0

$0

$0

$0

$51,464.56

Total Revenue

$3,376,197

$3,637,421

$3,856,981

$3,737,971

$5,285,472.86

Activity Fee Projections Through 2021
Under current ASUCSD policy, the Campus Activity Fee will increase annually each year by the rate of inflation as calculated using the California Consumer Price Index (CCPI). According to the State of California Department of Finance, CCPI
is projected to grow at the following rates through 2020: 2.7% in 2017, 2.9% in each 2018 and 2019, and 2.8% in 2020.
The “Activity Fee Projections: Inflation Adjustments” table below outlines the estimated changes in Activity Fee income
for the years 2017-2021 resulting from these annual adjustments.
Because A.S. is a frequent consumer of items commonly included in the CPI basket of goods, rises in prices unaccompanied by rises in overall income reduce the quality of resources ASUCSD can provide. Likewise, the cost of labor increases
with cost of living. Therefore, to ensure income remains constant in real terms, adjustments to compensate for inflationary increases are necessary.
It is important to note that the 2016 fee referendum included a provision that no new fee increase may be proposed until
2019. This analysis assumes no significant changes to this policy. If students vote to approve a new referendum in Spring
2019, then the Activity Fee assessed in 2019-2020 may differ greatly from the figure presented here.

ACTIVITY FEE PROJECTIONS: INFLATION ADJUSTMENTS
Current Year

2017-2020

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2020-2021

Prior Year Fee

$67.25

$67.25

$69.07

$71.07

$73.13

CCPI

0.00%

2.7%

2.9%

2.9%

2.8%

Annual Activity Fee

$67.25

$69.07

$71.07

$73.13

$75.18

Percent Change

11.79%

2016-2021
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Total Income Projections through 2021
Graphic Studio Income Projections
A current MOU between ASUCSD and the A.S. Graphic Studio stipulates that for all Graphic Studio revenue over
$20,000, ASUCSD will receive 50%. Since this MOU expires in June 2017, it will be necessary to reconsider a new Memorandum for future years. On this note, one significant goal of ASUCSD Is to expand the Graphic Studio to include one
new full time graphic artist. Since the Graphic Studio started 8.5 years ago, its size and scope has increased at a faster
rate than it can comfortably accommodate. Today, the Studio consists of one manager, one senior graphic artist, ten
Graphic Studio student staff and ten to thirteen Triton Outfitters student staff all supervised by the manager. Over time
as A.S. grew overall, the demand for Graphic Studio services increased as well. Additionally, the Graphic Studio has continued to serve the campus-wide community by assisting with large-scale events like Triton Fest, Triton Day, Black History
Month, Triton Spirit Office Decorating Contest, the Sun God Festival, and more. As a result it has become more and
more difficult for the Graphic Studio to keep up with providing high-quality and timely student services to both ASUCSD
members and the larger campus community. To keep the Graphic Studio working at a level that can more effectively
meet current demand, another full-time graphic artist is needed. As is the case with all services, ASUCSD would cover
the cost of this salary. To offset some of this expense, ASUCSD recommends renegotiating the terms of the MOU to provide a larger annual return to ASUCSD. This additional amount would then be reinvested back into the artist’s salary. At
the same time, an increase in human resources means the Graphic Studio can accept additional revenue-generating
work. Added revenue means a larger amount may be returned to ASUCSD to bolster our programs and services.

New Income Sources
Multiple opportunities exist for A.S. to increase the overall size of its expendable budget. The two most prominent, profits from A.S. enterprises and cash flows from investing a portion of reserves.
It is both the practice and expectation that enterprise return a percentage of their profits to help further the mission and
work of Associated Students overall. To date, enterprise income has been minimal or nonexistent. However, Triton Outfitters this year is beginning to emerge from its infant-stage into its crucial growth years. Within the next three years, Triton
Outfitters is expected to experience increased bottom-line growth. Once this occurs, it is recommended ASUCSD establishes an agreement with Triton Outfitters to absorb a percentage of profits. A tiered structure is likely to work best, so
that Triton Outfitters may first accumulate an equipment reserve sufficient enough to be able to reinvest back into the
goods and services the enterprise provides. After this, at least 25% of profits should be returned to ASUCSD as expendable income.
In 2016-2017, ASUCSD allocated almost $37,000 into Mandate Reserves to accumulate $200,000 overall. With the 2016
fee referendum, ASUCSD has the resources at its disposal to maintain its fiscal health without the need to utilize its reserves for emergency purposes. Except for unforeseen expenses, the only other purpose for which Mandate Reserved
may be expended are for one-time capital costs—to start a new enterprise, pay for space renovations, replace costly
equipment, etc. Furthermore, the amount in Mandate Reserves is expected to grow each year. Under current A.S. Standing Rules, at least 3% of the total A.S. budget must be allocated to Mandate Reserves each year, along with 50% of any
prior year carry forward. To lessen the dependency on student fees to fund operations, ASUCSD recommends investing a
fraction of reserves into the Student Foundation Investment Committee’s (SFIC), the only UC San Diego student-run endowment fund. Currently, the fund is used by the Student Foundation to provide scholarships to high academic achievers
within the campus community. Since there is no immediate need to draw down from the reserves, investing a percentage
of this amount will allow ASUCSD to earn dividends and capital gains that can be used to support internal operations.
SFIC currently boasts a $650,000 long equity portfolio that the committee continuously monitors and evaluates. Based
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on this combined assessment of the strength of SFIC and lack of need to use A.S. reserves, ASUCSD recommends investing $75,000-$100,000 of Mandate Reserves into the SFIC endowment fund.
The single structural obstacle toward working to implement this initiative is the logistical aspect of transferring funds from
ASUCSD to SFIC. As an on-campus entity, ASUCSD prefers, and in some cases is required by University and UC-wide policy, to keep all its funds in on-campus accounts. To date, little information has been provided as to the location of SFICheld funds.
If it is determined that such an initiative is feasible, ASUCSD recommends the following Memorandum be considered:
• $100,000 of reserves invested in the SFIC endowment fund
• SFIC agrees to provide ASUCSD with reports anytime a stock in the portfolio is traded, as well as quarterly and
annual reports on the performance of the portfolio
• ASUCSD agrees to allow the Student Foundation to retain 10% of income earned to be used by the Student
Foundation to promote its cause of providing undergraduate scholarships
• SFIC agrees to liquidate up to 30% of ASUCSD’s investment within 30 days if deemed necessary, 50% within 60
days, and 100% within 90 days. Since these dollars still constitute A.S. reserves, any loss on principal should be
considered a misuse of student fees, and anticipated losses should be mitigated immediately.

SCHEDULE OF POTENTIAL RETURN ON RESERVE INVESTMENTS
25,000

50,000

75,000

100,000

125,000

2%

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

3%

750

1,500

2,250

3,000

3,750

4%

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

5%

1,250

2,500

3,750

5,000

6,250

6%

1,500

3,000

4,500

6,000

7,500

7%

1,750

3,500

5,250

7,000

8,750
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
✴ Renegotiate the terms of the AS-ASGS MOU to return a greater percentage to ASUCSD
✴Hire an additional graphic designer within the A.S. Graphic Studio to meet growing demand.
Additional resources would allow the Graphic Studio to take on more revenue-generating work
✴Establish agreements between ASUCSD and A.S. enterprises to return a percentage of profits
to the Executive Budget. This includes Triton Outfitters, Senior Memory Book, A.S. Essentials,
and others
✴Invest a percentage of Mandate Reserves into the Student Foundation Investment
Committee’s endowment portfolio
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A N A LY S I S O F A L L O C AT I O N S
The A.S. Budget Model
The overarching Executive Budget model is entity-centric. ASUCSD takes the sum of its unallocated funds and divided
them among each office, service, and commission—each with the authority to expend its own allocation. Opponents of
this budget model argue that this form is vague, that broad line items written into each office’s budget—programming,
operating, marketing, and outreach among them—are non-specific and do not provide sufficient transparency to students. However, this model has proved successful over the years, with few issues transpiring. Because funds can only be
expended on what the line item expressly states, if the line item references the name of a specific event but throughout
the year it is decided that the event can no longer take place it becomes impossible for an associate vice president or
equivalent to reallocate those funds internally. A reallocation would need to be approved by the Senate. However, designating a line item with a broader intention, such as programming more generally, provides some flexibility for funds to be
internally reallocated. Granting agency to each individual leader to expend their own funds as they reasonably see fit to
accomplish meaningful work propels the engines of services, initiatives, and programs that students expect A.S. to provide. In fact, ASUCSD is at its most efficient when fewer roadblocks to accessing funds are present. The following counterargument explains how the ASUCSD budget model actually increases accountability and reduces the potential for misuse
of funds.
A simultaneous corollary of our entity-centric budget model implies zero-based budgeting. Zero-based budgeting is a
common model wherein each line item is zeroed out at the beginning of each fiscal year and requires a thorough and
complete justification for any increase beyond that amount. Rather than establish a baseline level of funding for each office and incrementally increasing that amount annually, each new academic year presents a moment for A.S. leaders to
reevaluate association-wide, office-specific, and individual-focused goals. Additionally, starting with a clean budget each
year allows ASUCSD to reduce inefficiencies by cutting waste and strengthen areas of priority by providing additional financial support. This is not to say that prior year funding levels are disregarded during the budget process. Knowledge
of prior year office surpluses or deficits serves as valuable data on asking the key questions that help the Financial Controller prepare a stronger budget: is this funding level feasible? Is it responsible? Why was there a surplus? Why were
funds tight? Did the goals of this office change? Is this amount variable next year? For example, the cost of Hullabaloo is
likely to remain relatively consistent each year assuming no large changes are made to the festival itself.
When in doubt, A.S. relies on the following maxim: a justification for each dollar requested is required before any allocation may be considered.

Referendum and Return to Aid
Return to Aid is a policy mandated by the University of California Office of the President (UCOP).” Policies Applying to
Campus Activities, Organization, and Students (PACAOS),” issued in 2006, requires that “any compulsory campus-based
activity fee approved as either a new fee, or as an increase to or renewal of an existing fee, shall provide for fee revenue
for local need-based financial aid (“return-to-aid”) to be set aside in an amount equal to at least 25% of the total new
fee, fee increase, or fee renewal. The return-to-aid generated by undergraduate students shall be reserved for undergraduate financial support.”1
All fees in place prior to the issuance of this policy are grandfathered from this requirement. For the Campus Activity Fee,
this designates a lower bound of $21.00 exempt from return to aid. UC San Diego campus-wide policy requires 29% be
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set aside for financial aid. The table below illustrates the return-to-aid calculation for this year and last year, however the
formula could be retroactively applied to prior years too.

RETURN TO AID CALCULATION
2015-2016

2016-2017

Campus Activity Fee

$52.33

$67.25

$21 Threshold

($21.00)

($21.00)

Fee in Excess of $21

$31.33

$46.25

29% Return to Aid

29%

29%

Return to Aid per student per quarter

$9.09

$13.41

Attendance

23,600

25,632

3 Quarters per year

3

3

Return to Aid

$643,267.56

$1,031,367.60

UCSA Membership
The University of California Student Association (UCSA) membership allocation exposes a significant flaw in the policies
associated with mandated, nonnegotiable, unquestioned referendum lock-ins. Note that the discourse in the succeeding
paragraph is unrelated to UCSA itself. ASUCSD acknowledges the essential role UCSA plays in the legislative lobbying
process in support of UC students and expects to sustain membership for the foreseeable future.
In a 1986 fee referendum, students voted to lock-in $1.00 per student per quarter to the UC Student Lobby (now UCSA)
to cover the cost of membership only. Today, ASUCSD’s annual dues do not nearly match the amount allocated to the
line item. Nearly $77,000 are allocated to the UCSA Membership line item this year despite expected UCSA dues of only
$35,000. This implies $42,000 are locked into an untouchable, unaccessible account that cannot be used to support
other areas of the Executive Budget where additional dollars are needed. Despite a balanced budget on paper, this indiscernible waste creates the conditions for underutilization of available ASUCSD resources. Eventually, these funds will return into the pool of general unallocated funds as prior year carry forward with a one year lag.
ASUCSD strongly recommends that a policy be adopted and explored that allows A.S. to allocate funds to the line item
“UCSA Membership” that provides just a sufficient amount of funds to fully cover membership fees. Any amount in excess of expected membership dues may then be classified as unallocated funds. The only legitimate solution, although
costly in time and effort, is a secondary referendum that states permits this. Resolution language should state “Do you
support amending that $1.00 per student per quarter to University of California Student Association membership fees be
allocated up to the amount of expected annual membership costs, and that the remaining balance be returned to support general ASUCSD operations?”
Alternative Media and Student Services
Two simple line items fall under this category: Graphic Studio Manager (1.0 FTE) and Sr. Graphic Artist (1.0 FTE). Alternative Media funds the career staff salaries for the A.S. Graphic Studio to provide professional supervision required to maintain this innovative, pragmatic, high-demand service. No percentage is attached to this line item; Increases arise solely
1http://policy.ucop.edu/doc/2710528/PACAOS-80
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from increases in the cost of salaries and employment benefits. ASUCSD strongly supports our Graphic Studio and its
growth in every respect.

“UCSA MEMBERSHIP” LINE ITEM BUDGET VS. EXPECTED ACTUAL
Required Allocation

UCSA Membership Fee

Surplus

$76,896.00

$34,566.00

$42,330.00

Surplus as Percentage of
Required Allocation
55%

Critical Analysis of Lock-In Allocations
Referendum lock-ins are a double-edged sword. On one hand, they reduce volatility among student-run operations.
Guaranteed annual funding allows for continuity each year for established programs. Though this does not relate to all
lock-in receiving entities, one criticism must be noted regarding some: annual allocations often outpace the speed by
which funds can be used. This creates one of two problems. Either groups will wastefully use their funds since they have
them, or their reserve accounts will become overinflated so that they are hoarding dollars which could be to support students more beneficially in other respects.

Career Employees
As the only student-run campus department, ASUCSD members have access to, and greatly relies upon, a cohesive team
of dedicated professional staff. ASUCSD advisors serve key roles in supporting the many student leaders that oversee all
ASUCSD programs, initiatives, and services. Since our time at UCSD is finite, they are also encyclopedias of institutional
and policy knowledge that is the missing link between success and failure. ASUCSD-specific staff include those listed as
A.S. Administrative under “Career Employees” in the Executive Budget.
Behind the scenes, personnel across a spectrum of supporting departments—the Student Life Business Office (SLBO),
University Events Offices (UEO), Technology Services, and Human Resources (HR)—coordinate to ensue ASUCSD optimizes its quality of work. To reemphasize, A.S. is a campus department and as such is fully integrated as one.
The “Consolidated Schedule of Career Employees” discloses the positions funded by Associated Students in the Executive Budget. Note that “FTE” stands for full-time equivalent. A 1.0 FTE means that the specific employees dedicates
100% of their work time to Associated Students specifically. Thus ASUCSD funds 100% of their salary.
Employees with an FTE below 1.0 split their work load amongst various entities, with the salary cost allocated based on
the percentage of time dedicated to each entity. This is most commonly seen with indirect A.S. staff like UEO, SLBO, and
HR. Entities receiving referendum lock-ins are required to pay for the FTE dedicated to their organization.
Noticeable absent from Figure 6.4 is the position of A.S. Director, a position which reports directly to the Assistant Vice
Chancellor-Student Life. As a director position within a student life unit of Student Affairs, the Director position is funded
through campus-wide funds not through ASUCSD specific funds.
Finally, although budgeted, the Basic Needs Advisor appearing in the Executive Budget and Figure 6.4 no longer requires A.S. funds in order to be established. The University has selected to encumber the cost of hiring a basic needs accessibility coordinator to be housed in the newly constructed Triton Food Pantry programming space. This represents almost $15,000 savings for ASUCSD both this year. ASUCSD had expected to allocate one-third of this position’s salary in
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the first year of employment with the exception that a commitment of other fund sources would phase this line item out
in the second year. Fortunately for ASUCSD, this commitment arrived sooner than expected. To date, conversations have
taken place to reallocate this line item to pay for equipment and furniture for the Triton Food Pantry, as the $30,000 expansion line item only accounts for construction costs associated with building the space, not furnishing it.

CONSOLIDATED SCHEDULE OF ASUCSD CAREER EMPLOYEES
$694,793.00
A.S. Administrative

$283,212.00

Applications Programmer (.70 FTE)*

$83,004.00

Desktop Support (.21 FTE)*

$17,393.00

SAO III Supervisor (1.0 FTE)*
Assistant Director of Operations
SAO II A.S. Advisor (1.0 FTE)*
Services and Commissions Advisor
Basic Needs Advisor

$84,376.00

$84,376.00
$14,063.00

Student Life Business Office

$166,739.00

Student Government Specialist (.5 FTE)*

$39,363.00

Student Organization Fund Manager (.25 FTE)*

$17,748.00

Student Organization Fund Manager (.5 FTE)*

$35,683.00

Student Government and Organizations Specialist (.
5 FTE)*

$33,226.00

Human Resources (.2 FTE)*

$16,310.00

Administrative Analyst Supervisor (.25 FTE)*

$24,409.00

University Events Office

$244,842.00

Public Events Manager Principal (0.7 FTE)*

$86,036.00

Public Events Manager Senior (1.0 FTE)*

$74,835.00

Public Events Manager Senior (0.9 FTE)*

$83,971.00
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General: Senator Funds
Senator Funds are available for use by all ASUCSD Senators in order to successfully carry out Senator Projects. Typically,
there is no restriction, beyond those stated within University policy, on what funds may be used for, so long as the items
or services purchased are strictly related to the mission of the project. Under current policy, the A.S. Financial Controller
retains budget authority over this line item, and thus sets all policies and procedures regarding the request, review, and
approval process. As such, each year the Financial Controller publishes a document called “Senator Funds Guidelines”
which serves as the official policy document related to Senator Funds. This document may be updated throughout the
year at the discretion of the Financial Controller. The Appendix includes a copy of this year’s Guidelines.
Examples of Senator Funds proposals approved this year include:
• Access and Retention Carnival
• Desi Community Forum
• Triton Food Pantry Shirt Drive
• Haunted Food Hunt
• Health and Wellness Workshops
By the end of 2016-2017, this amount is expected to be exhausted in full. The Appendix provides an outline of senator
funds used this year by project type
ASUCSD recommends maintaining the 2016-2017 funding level consistent for next year. A word of warning to future student leaders. It is not uncommon for most Senator Projects to occur in late winter or early spring. Therefore, this fund is
not generally exhausted until the close of the year.

A.S. Marketing
A.S. Public Relations, a subset of the A.S. Graphic Studio, oversees the A.S. marketing budget. This line item is used to
establish campaigns that promote A.S. visibility and accountability. This year, A.S. Public Relations launched the first A.S.
ONE Campaign intended to emphasize the shared philosophy of “One Campus, One Council, One Community.” Promotional materials encumber most of the marketing budget.

A.S. Elections
The extend of ASUCSD involvement in the election process is to publicize the election itself and to encourage voter turnout. 2015-2016 election costs were unusually high (1) because ASUCSD piloted a new online elections system and (2)
two referenda were on the ballot that each required at least 20% voter turnout. A majority of election funds invested go
towards marketing and promotional materials. Note that the A.S. Elections Code prohibits A.S. as an entity from endorsing particular slates or candidates. It is recommended that the funding for the Elections line item be maintained at
$2,500, unless ASUCSD explicitly states during the Fall Revise process that it intended to pursue a referendum during
the academic year. In these cases, higher amounts may be warranted as success is predicated on the 20% turnout.

Administrative Supplies and Support
Operational costs are an unavoidable part of conducting office functions—printing, telephones, postage, mail supplies,
business cards, computer equipment—are all necessary for ASUCSD to function as a department. ASUCSD does not prioritize funds on supplies, therefore cost increases tend to be minimal from year to year as is. The exception to this is
“Cart Maintenance.” A.S. owns two gold carts that are used to transport loads of goods across campus for events and
programs. Setting aside funds in case repairs are needed is necessary.
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A.S. Administrative Student Salaries
Each student position serves a unique purpose toward aiding ASUCSD in achieving its goals. All positions listed in this
section of the budget are hourly paid positions. Generally administrative student positions have responsibilities that support A.S. services or back-end administrative work. These positions are not decision-making, elected or appointed positions within ASUCSD Council or Senate.
• Graphic Artists
• Sr. Graphic Artists
• Public Relations Director
• Student Programmer
• Front Desk Student Staff
• Webmaster/Computer Programmer: A new position created this year. This person is supervised by the Manager of the
A.S. Graphic Studio and divides their time equally between web programming and design for A.S. Concerts & Events
and ASUCSD overall. See the Appendix for a copy of the position description.
• Computer Tech Support
• SLBO Office Assistant
• A.S. President’s Assistant
• A.S. Meeting Live Blogger
• Triton Food Pantry Managers
Two positions in this list are unnecessary and are recommended to be removed from the Executive Budget: A.S. President’s Assistant and A.S. Meeting Live Blogger. The President’s Assistant position is very similar to the president’s Chief
of Staff position which already receives a stipend. Often times, since the work heavily overlaps, the same person will hold
both positions and collect a stipend for one and a wage for the other. Combining the positions will reduce the outlay and
allow one individual to take on a more complete portfolio of work. The Live Blogger position is also unnecessary. At this
time, ASUCSD should begin exploring other ways to create visibility at its meetings: video and student attendance are
the best two. Live Blogs during meetings are simply quick transcriptions (which may be accurate or not depending on the
typist) of what each person says. The quickness by which the meetings occur often times make it difficult to capture to
full scope of what is said. Filming A.S. meetings by partnering with TTV or another student-run entity is a more practical
option.

Staff Development
As a sign of support for our professional staff, ASUCSD allocated $1,500 to each professional staff member to utilize for
their own career development. This can include attending conferences to stay atop industry standards and to gain certain skills that in turn will benefit Associated Students. Currently, the $1,500 is sufficient. However, increasing this amount
to $2,000 would have a minimal impact on the Executive Budget, but allow the professional team to improve themselves
and ASUCSD to a greater degree.

Council and Senate Stipends
Stipends for Council and Senate positions are commensurate with the seniority and workload of each member assumes.
Stipends are based on a multiple of a base pay of $100. A.S. Standing Rules enforce the following policy on compensation as it relates to members of Council (Executives, Sr. AVPs, AVPs):
• A.S. President: weekly stipend 3x the base rate for 40 weeks
• All other A.S. Executives (VP Campus Affairs, VP External Affairs, Financial Controller): weekly stipend 2x the base rate
for 35 weeks
• Senior Associate Vice Presidents: weekly stipend of 1.5x the base rate for 35 weeks
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• Associate Vice Presidents: weekly stipend of the base rate for 32 weeks
This tiered structure was introduced alongside the creation of the Sr. AVP position. Three AVP positions—student organizations, student advocacy, and concerts and events—by nature of the work involved require a heavier workload than
other positions. The Sr. title was introduced to account for the increased compensation.

Office Staff Stipends and Service/Commission Stipends
Human Resources Act of 2016
Former Financial Controller Tristan Britt authored the Human Resources Act of 2016 ti formalize the stipend structure for
office positions. The Act created three classes of staff positions as well as a pay scale within each class based on the quantity and nature of the work involved.
All newly introduced positions requesting a stipend must fall into one of the payroll categorizations above based on the
full position criteria. The Appendix contains a copy of the complete criteria associated with each categorization.
CONSOLIDATED PAY SCALE UNDER THE HR ACT OF 2016
Director

Stipend

Assistant

Stipend

Office Specialist

Stipend

I

$40

I

$20

I

$35

II

$50

II

$30

II

$45

III

$60

III

$40

IV

$70

IV

$50

V

$80
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

✴ Run a fee referendum stipulating that the excess of funds allocated to the UCSA Membership
line item after the full costs of membership have been satisfactorily covered may be returned to
the A.S. unallocated pool of funds
✴ Require all commissions receiving referendum lock-ins to cover the percentage FTE of career
employees that provide dedicated support to the commission
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2016 CAMPUS ACTIVITY FEE
REFERENDUM
REFERENDUM LANGUAGE
Voting will take place via Tritonlink: http://tritonlink.ucsd.edu from April 4th to April 8th, and shall begin at 10:00 AM
on the first day of voting and continue until 4:00 PM on the last day of voting. Any student or student organization may
submit a request to the Elections Committee to write Pro or Con statements, which shall be written in accordance with
the Associated Students Association Standing Rules and Constitution. All correspondence sent to students regarding
this referendum must include the phrase: “VOTE AT TRITONLINK.UCSD.EDU”. To be effective, the fee referendum
must be approved by a simply majority of votes to approve, with no less than 20% of eligible votes cast. The
referendum shall not be approved if there are more votes cast to abstain than votes cast to approve. The proposed
voting criteria are in full compliance with the Constitution of the Associated Students, and applicable student fee
policies described in Section 18.00 of the UCSD Policies and Procedures Applying to Student Activities.
Referendum Language
Do you approve an increase in the Associated Students Campus Activity Fee by $14.92 per student per quarter,
effective Fall Quarter 2016 to expand and increase student events and traditions, and increase funding for student
organizations, services to students, commissions, and operations of the Associated Students of the University of
California, San Diego?
29% of this fee increase will return to UC San Diego to help meet the financial aid needs of undergraduate students.
4% of this fee will be used to increase funding for the Student Sustainability Collective (SSC). The SSC functions as a
student-managed subset of the Sustainability Resource Center (SRC). The SSC provides a space for the community to
institutionalize sustainability at the university. This funding increase would support and grow the events, initiatives, and
operations of the Student Sustainability Collective.
20% of this fee will be used to increase funding for the Student Promoted Access Center for Education and Service
(SPACES). SPACES focuses on improving access to higher education and retention of students/ This fee would allow
the center to expand its access and retention programs both on and off campus/
47% of this fee will be used to expand and increase student events and traditions, and increase funding for student
organizations, services to students, commissions, and operations of the Associated Students of the University of
California, San Diego. These would include, but not be limited to:
• The Sun God Festival
• Student organization funding
• Food insecurity and the Triton Food Pantry, a service of Associated Students
• Increased UC San Diego student participation and representation at meetings of the UC Office of the President and
UC Regents
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Specifically, the fee increase would allow Associated Students to:
•

INCREASE FUNDING FOR THE SUN GOD FESTIVAL AND OTHER CAMPUS WIDE EVENTS: A significant portion

of the fee increase would be allocated to the Sun God Festival, as well as creating new traditions and expanding
campus wide events, such as Bear Gardens and Hullabaloo
•

INCREASED FUNDING FOR STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS: A significant portion of this fee increase will be

allocated to funding student organization programs, events, and participation in tournaments and competitions, as
well as funding the operating expenses of the Associated Students required to support student organizations
•

ADDRESSING FOOD INSECURITY AT UCSD: In 2015, Associated Students opened the Triton Food Pantry to

support UC San Diego students who are experiencing hunger. A portion of this fee increase would provide funding for
food, staffing, and supplies necessary to operate the Triton Food Pantry and serve the students who use it
•

INCREASED STUDENT REPRESENTATION AT UC OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AND UC REGENTS MEETINGS:

This fee increase would provide funding for the Associated Students to work closely with other UC Campuses and the
UC Student Association to advocate to the UC Office of the President and UC Regents the viewpoint of UC San Diego
students on topics that are important to them. This fee increase would fund UC San Diego student representatives’
travel to attend and participate in meetings with these statewide decision-makers.
The Associated Students Campus Activity Fee is currently $52.33 per student per quarter. Neither the increase nor
existing Associated Students Campus Activity Fee will be assessed during summer sessions.
If this fee referendum is approved and implemented, the Associated Students Campus Activity Fee would be $67.25
per student per quarter effective Fall Quarter 2016. The entire Associated Students Campus Activity Fee will be
adjusted annually according to the California Consumer Price Index (CPI) starting in Fall 2017. In addition, no
referendum that would increase the Associated Students Campus Activity Fee may be proposed until Fall Quarter
2019.
Statement of Conditions:
1. This fee will be included in the determination of financial aid
2. Annual budget reports will be made public and provided to all UCSD Student Governments
3. Modification to this fee may not be made without a subsequent referendum held in accordance with the appropriate
student government and University policies unless other means are explicitly provided in the ballot language.
YES

NO

ABSTAIN
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Comparative Analysis of the Spring 2016 Fee Referendum
The following charts illustrate the income differentials between the old activity fee had the referendum not been approved versus where the activity fee stands today

DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS BETWEEN ESTIMATED ACTIVITY FEE INCOME LEVELS HOLDING
ATTENDANCE FIXED AT 2016-2017 LEVELS
Estimated

Pre-Referendum

Academic

Total Activity

Total Activity

Attendance

Fee

Quarters

Fee/Quarter

Fee

2016-2017

25,632

$52.33

3

$1,341,322.56

$4,023,967.68

2015-2016

23,600

$52.33

3

$1,234,988.00

$3,704,964.00

Estimated

Pre-Referendum

Academic

Total Activity

Total Activity

Attendance

Fee

Quarters

Fee/Quarter

Fee

2016-2017

25,632

$67.25

3

$1,723,752.00

$5,171,256.00

2015-2016

23,600

$67.25

3

$1,587,100.00

$4,761,300.00

Fee Referendum Diﬀeren.al Analysis Holding A7endance Constant at 2016-2017
Level
$6,000,000
$5,171,256.00
$5,000,000

$4,000,000

$4,761,300.00
$4,023,967.68
$3,704,964.00

$3,000,000

$2,000,000

$1,000,000

$0

2015-2016

2016-2017

2015-2016

Without Referendum (8.6% Increase)

2016-2017

With Referendum (39.5% Increase)

Significance of this Referendum
Without the passage of this referendum, Activity Fee income was projected to rise by only 8.6% due to enrollment increases alone and a slight inflation adjustment. The figure above clearly illustrates the large gap that exists in revenue
under the scenarios of the referendum passing versus not passing. Under levels without the referendum, ASUCSD programs and services would have continued to be strained, even in some of the largest divisions of the A.S. budget including ASCE and Student Organizations.
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BUDGET CONTROLS AND
EFFICIENCY PROCEDURES
Maximizing efficiency and minimizing waste is predicated on the strong implementation of “internal controls.” Simply put
internal controls are procedures or systems put in place to improve and ensure the reasonable execution of operations,
financial reporting, and compliance associated with the functions of a business or entity.
ASUCSD overall provides great potential for improving internal controls relating to financial reporting and the reduction
of budget waste (i.e. student fee waste). As A.S. funds are always a scarce resource, it is imperative to frequently document, review, and improve upon the systems in place so that we are able to remain fiscally strong. This chapter reviews
current control procedures designed to reduce waste and misuse of funds, and offers recommendations on how to improve current or establish new controls.
Four examples of budget control and efficiency procedures are discussed in this chapter, as well as recommendations for
enhancement:
1. Controls associated with student organization funding
2. Controls associated with budget reporting and reconciliation
3. Controls associated with quality of work completed
4. Controls associated with the continuity of information and transfer of knowledge (Transitions, etc.)

Controls Associated with Student Organization Funding
1. Three step review process. Under current A.S. procedure, a three step process governs the review and approval
process for student organization funding. First, the Sr. AVP Student Organizations performs an initial review to verify
that applications are complete (specifically, that a valid room reservation is attached) and that all price estimates are
accurate. Second, the Student Organization Funding Advisory Board, composed of the Financial Controller and Sr.
AVP Student Organizations, meets to thoroughly audit all submitted documents, ensure compliance with all Funding
Guide policies, and provide an initial recommended allocation. Third, the Financial Controller performs a final review,
and officially approves, rejects, or amends the recommendation made by SOFAB. This process ensures that any errors
are caught and policy violations are avoided.
2. Triton Activities Planner (TAP). Student organizations are required to complete a TAP for any event receiving A.S.
funding. In numerous cases, student organizations disclose compromising information on their TAP that they otherwise avoid stating on their funding requests. Examples include stating an admissions fee will be charged, that donations are mandatory, that the expected attendance is much lower than that for which they requested funds, that
events are closed to the public. Each of these represents a clear violation of policies explicitly laid out in the Funding
Guide. By frequently reviewing TAPs of upcoming events, the Financial Controller and Sr. AVP Student Organizations,
working with professional staff from the Center for Student Involvement and Student Life Business Office, can identify
inconsistencies and misinformation.
3. Event Visitations: Currently, the Office of Student Organizations hires interns to visit 12 events per quarter where
they check for compliance with day-of-event A.S. policies. This includes verifying the event’s attendance, ensuring no
admissions fees are charged and that no items funded by ASUCSD are sold, and that the event is indeed an open
event. Frequently, events will selected for a visitation if the funding review process raises any red flags. Such potential
warnings include:
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• Events titled with words such as “banquet,” “gala,” “philanthropy,” market,” or “awareness”
• Submitted documentation appears to be falsified or forged
• Many items requested cannot be funded
• Significant changes to TAP are made after funding has been finalized
This year, visitations have proved very effective. Interns have, on multiple occasions, discovered policy violations. On one
occasion, interns discovered that an organization was selling items funded by A.S and were using items funded by A.S.
that allowed them to generate a revenue. Both these actions are clearly prohibited in the A.S. Funding Guide and on a
larger-scale by the UC system. Because of this, A.S. was able to take appropriate action to ensure that student organization funding continues to be distributed equitable. To build on this success, ASUCSD recommends hiring additional
event interns, formalizing the review process for event visitations to include a checklist of items to consider for each
event, and establishing a training curriculum for recruits to build a strong knowledge base as it relates to funding policies. Two examples of event visitations are shared here:
3.1. Example 1: Selling Items Funded by ASUCSD. In February 2017, a student organization (which will remain
unnamed) held a night market on Library Walk. Prior to this date, SOFAB has approved funding for canopies,
tables, and foodstuffs to be utilized at the market. Neither the funding request nor the Triton Activities Planner stated that any sale of goods or cash handling would occur. However, when event interns attended this
night market, they discovered that the student organization was selling the food items using the accompanying tables and canopies as sales posts. These actions violate two Funding Guide policies: (1) sale of item and
(2) any item allowing a student organization to generate revenue
3.2. Example 2: No Show Organizations In December 2016, an intern arrived at a mixer event, only to open the
door to any empty room. Clearly, no event was taking place. After sharing this information with the Sr. AVP
Student Organizations, the Sr. AVP contacted the organization and was informed that the event had occurred
two weeks prior since A.S. funds were no longer needed. Note that transferring already approved funds to a
new event date requires prior approval by the Sr. AVP. The A.S. Funding Guide states that failure to notify
A.S. of any changes in event dates constitutes a “no-show organization” and that if such an instance does occur, consequences may ensue. In this case, after a conversation with the principal members of the organization, it was decided that a warning would suffice.

A Key Shortcoming of Control Procedures Associated with Student Organization Funding
While ASUCSD exhibits strong controls before events take place (i.e. on the fund allocation side), post-event evaluation
exposes the most prominent shortcoming of the funding process. Consider the dilemma of expected attendance versus
actual attendance. Current A.S. funding policies allocate funds on a tiered basis positively related to an event’s expected
attendance. For example, events anticipating 50-150 people may request up to $900 while events expecting 500 people
can request up to $5,000. Perhaps the most natural check on which SOFAB can gauge expected attendance is by the
maximum occupancy of a room. However, few procedures are in place to crosscheck actual attendance after the event
has taken place. Consider an organization applies for A.S. funds with a stated attendance of 200 people. Moreover, since
this event is to be held in the Ballroom, a large programming space, the room reservation clearly indicates the space can
accommodate this number of guests. Since the room confirmation, price estimates, funding application, and Triton Activities Planner (TAP) all match, funds are allocated in accordance with the amount permitted in the 150-300 bracket. However, on the day of the event, only 70 people arrive and participate. ASUCSD considers this a misuse of funds since more
resources were provided than were indeed necessary. However, there is little to no option for recovering these funds in
the case this happens.
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Recommendations to Improve Controls Associated with Student Organization Funding
1. Mandated Check-In: Require events with a high expected attendance (150+) to scan UC San Diego student ID cards
to account for the number of students in attendance. Furthermore, require that a report of this information be submitted with the Post-Event Evaluation Form before any reimbursements may be processed or future funding requests reviewed.
2. Hire Additional Event Interns: Clearly, event visitations are successful mechanisms by which to verify policy compliance. As stated before, hiring additional interns and providing them adequate training would be immensely helpful as
the number of organizations funded by A.S. continues to increase each year.
3. Pair Event Interns: Pairing event interns, especially at larger events, will help them have more fun attending. Plus, a
second pair of eyes will alleviate some of the burden of having only one person check for compliance with all policies.

Controls Associated with Budget Reporting and Reconciliation
Fund authorization in ASUCSD is unique in that the Financial Controller does not micromanage an office’s use of funds
except when necessary. Rather, each AVP (or comparable stakeholder) maintains the privilege of budget authority, and
along with it, proper budget management and reporting responsibilities. That is, each AVP must be able to reconcile
their expenses with the amount allocated for each specific line item in the Executive Budget. In other words, each cost
must be assigned to a line item, and the accumulation of costs per line item cannot exceed the amount allocated.
This year, the Office of Finance and Resources created a new tool called “expenditure worksheets” to help AVPs track
their spending for each line item. The worksheets, as the example in the Appendix illustrates, includes two adjacent columns for each line item. The left column is designated for notes related to the expense (i.e. items/services purchased,
which program/area of office support used for, etc.) while the right column tracks the amounts themselves. Each time a
new cost is added, the formulas embedded in the worksheet automatically recalculate the remaining balance for both
the line item and the overall budget.
Expenditure worksheets have thus far revealed their usefulness in two ways. First, the pre-generated formulas in the worksheets allow AVPs to manipulate the figures they enter in order to forecast and predict what their budgets might look like
should they choose a particular course of action. Second, while the Financial Controller and the Student Life Business Office have access to the status of ASUCSD accounts, certain differences may exist when it comes to expenses incurred but
not paid, the separation of expenses by line items, and the inability to reconcile budget differences. ASUCSD accounts,
called “indexes” do not necessarily reflect perfectly each budget line item; Each line item does not have its own index
paired to it. Rather, index accounts tend to be more thematic based on the nature of the funds. For instance, the Sun
God Festival has both its own line item and own index, while the entire Office of College Affairs, which has multiple line
items, has only one index. Therefore, when an AVP asks “how much is left in this specific line item,” providing them a report on the status of the indexes in their offices does not necessarily constitute complete information.
On a similar note, it is poor financial practice to assume no errors exist in financial records. Expenditure worksheets create a second, independently authored set of documents than those maintained by the Student Life Business Office.
Proper reconciliation relies on having two sets of information with each one compiled independently from the other.
A challenge faced by the Triton Food Pantry in November 2016 helps explain the necessity to keep and continually update expenditure worksheets. While preparing this year’s Triton Food Pantry annual budget, a large discrepancy regarding food purchases was discovered. While Pantry managers reported receiving 50 boxes of produce each week, divided
equally between a Tuesday and Thursday shipment, for a total of $1,750, budget reports from the Business Office
showed a twice weekly $1,750 charge for 50 boxes each shipment, or 100 boxes weekly. Since invoices from the produce
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supplier were ordinary and frequent, no questions were previously asked regarding the scale of each order. Moreover,
the entire amount of provide purchased each week was distributed in full, so there was no evidence that excess produce
may be due to an excess in boxes of produce received. To compound this, invoices were sent directly to the Business Office without Pantry managers ever seeing them, thus the managers continued to operate relying on incorrect assumptions. As it turned out, the Pantry was indeed receiving 100 boxes per week at $1,750 per shipment—twice the cost originally assumed. To resolve this issue, the Pantry immediately began reducing the amount purchased per week, taking into
account that no excess existed even at the 50 boxes per shipment. To ensure funds were available to continue offering
produce throughout the rest of the year, the Financial Controller and Pantry managers agreed to cut purchases to 70
boxes per week at 35 boxes per shipments. Moreover, invoices are now dually sent to both the Business Office and Pantry managers for review.
With expenditure worksheets fully utilized in this context, the consequences may have been fully mitigated. First, the Pantry, would have recorded a cost for 50 boxes per week assuming invoices were not available to cross-check. Immediately
upon reviewing the Business Office records, a large discrepancy would have become immediately observed and the
causes subsequently investigated.
Improving expenditure worksheets is key to building a stronger budgetary framework for ASUCSD. Therefore, this Assessment makes the following recommendations for adoption by ASUCSD:
1. Required Worksheets: A large difficulty arose this year in compelling AVPs to complete worksheets on a timely basis,
as it was an optional task. Writing this function into each job description would be a worthwhile endeavor. In fact, any
person with authority over 1+ line items in the budget should be required to maintain updated expenditure worksheets and submit them on a monthly basis to the Financial Controller.
2. Expand the Office of Finance and Resources to include worksheet review and assessment. Creating a position
within the Office to evaluate monthly expenditure reports will alleviate the workload of the Financial Controller while
providing valuable budgeting experience for future senior leaders within ASUCSD.

Controls Associated with Quality of Work Completed
In January 2017, ASUCSD approved the “AVP Work Requirements Act of 2017,” which requires each associate vice president to commit to at least five working hours in their respective ASUCSD workspaces each week. These hours are designed specifically to complete office work, collaborate with other members of ASUCSD, and conduct any necessary
meetings related to office business. The Act also provides the AVP’s overseeing executive to implement compliance procedures to ensure these hours are completed each week.
To provide rationale behind implementing such a requirement, the role of AVP is a paid job just like any other, which
means that a physical presence in the workspace must be mandatory, not simply encouraged. Each AVP is hired to oversee a complete portfolio of work which they are expected to complete at a high quality. This includes facets of professionalism associated with communication, teamwork, and outreach. Stipend-receiving positions are not “extracurricular activities,” they are jobs.
Since stipends are funded by student fees, anything less than producing outstanding work constitutes a waste of funds.
As such, this Assessment makes the following recommendations to improve the controls associated with quality of work
completed:
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1. Institutionalize working hour procedures: Require hours to be recorded and a summary of work completed during
each working period submitted to the overseeing executive. The executive officer should be able to understand
clearly the work completed and how it fits into the office’s larger objectives and goals.
2. Require submission of quarterly reports: Each AVP should be completing quarterly reports detailing their progress
made on each aspect of the office. As ASUCSD does with budgeting, the AVP should have to justify the work they
complete.
3. Further delineate the roles and responsibilities of each paid position within Associated Students: Currently, all
required job responsibilities are written within the A.S. Standing Rules. Unfortunately, these rules are often treated
more as guidelines than official job descriptions. Authoring official job cards that state the full set of responsibilities
for each AVP, both those specific to the subject matter of the office and those more broadly related to management
and leadership, will become the standard by which all work is measured.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
✴ Mandate check-ins for large events to verify expected attendance meets actual attendance
✴Hire additional event interns to increase the number of event visitations by the Office of
Student Organizations
✴Turn the event internship into a program that provides general ASUCSD training as it relates
to student organization policies, the budget process, and TAP
✴Require monthly expenditure worksheets to be completes
✴Make it the responsibility of the Office of Finance and Resources to review and assess
expenditure worksheets.
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R E V I E W A N D A N A LY S I S O F S T U D E N T
O R G A N I Z AT I O N F U N D I N G
Of all the opportunities ASUCSD offers to the student body, none may be more fundamental to the quality of student life
on-campus than supporting student organizations through fund allocations. Student organizations play a unique role in
providing undergraduates the chance to cultivate their academic, social and professional interests through campus-wide
involvement. UCSD student organizations are the grassroots vehicles where students can network among peers, promote
values they care about, and gain valuable leadership experience. As a student government, ASUCSD acknowledges this
impact and its need to support these efforts in a meaningful, equitable, and content-neutral manner. ASUCSD achieves
this by providing multiple types of funding to registered student organizations. This chapter presents an overview of student organization funding, an analysis of trends and outlooks, and a review of and recommendations for particular funding policies.

Breakdown of Student Organization Fund Types

Tournament and
Competition
Unallocated;
$40,000.00; 8.23%
Operating; $5,000.00;
1.03%

Programming
Unallocated;
$410,000.00; 84.34%

Annual Events;
$15,341.00; 3.16%
Indirect Funds;
$15,815.00; 3.25%
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Types of A.S. Funding
For the 2016-2017 academic year, ASUCSD offers five types of funds for student organizations:
• Programming Funds make up the largest and most commonly used subset. Programming funds are specifically allocated for groups hosting on-campus events that are open to the entire community and serve to promote the organization’s mission. Only items and services consumed during the event may be purchased through programming funds,
including facility fees, technology fees, catering, speaker fees, rentals (i.e. tables/chairs, photo booths, etc.). More
broadly, ASUCSD may fund all items except those explicitly prohibited in the Funding Guide. The amount an organization may receive is based on an event’s overall expected attendance.
• Operating Funds totaling $100 are automatically allocated to each student organization per year for general functional purchases relating o basic supplies and materials organizations frequently use. Since Operating Funds may only
be utilized through recharge at either the UC San Diego Bookstore, A.S. Graphic Studio, or Imprints.
• Tournament and Competition Funds support organizations traveling to participate in local, statewide, or national
structured events with a tournament or competition focus. Registration fees, hotel lodgings, and third party transportation services are eligible items permitted by this funding type.
• Annual Event Funds are unique in that only organizations that have held the same event continuously for ten years
and received annual event funds the previous year are eligible. In this sense, Annual Event Funds are a specific subset
of programming funds. The policies are the same as those associated with programming funds except for the enforcement of the bracket cap. 2016-2017 marks the final year that this funding type will be offered as it will be discontinued
in 2017-2018. Unlike programming funds, annual event funds are allocated as line items in the Executive Budget at the
beginning of each year, not on a continuing basis.
• Interest-Free Programming Loans are a substitute for events that do not quality for Programming Funds, namely
events that charge an admissions fee, are fundraisers or pure philanthropies, permit the organization to generate revenue, or require the purchase of permanent items. A student organization may receive up to $10,000 in an interest-free
loan with terms of service requiring that the principal be paid back by the earlier of either 60 days after the event or
June 30.

Indirect Fund Types
ASUCSD also allocates funds to cover the costs of indirect charges student organizations occur when planning events,
including:
• BBQ rental fees charged by University Centers spaces on Library Walk
• Performance Agreement processing fees charged by the Student Life Business Office
• Media services within classrooms and lecture halls
• Poster room access
Student organizations need not request use of these funds or services in any way. For example, when a student organization submits a performance agreement for a speaker at an event, the Business Office will automatically charge ASUCSD
for the fee so that the student organization does not bear the cost.
Determining an annual allocation for these line items is generally based on prior year performance. High or low use of
these funds reasonably indicates whether an addition or subtraction is necessary.

A.S. Funding Guide
To ensure the equitable distribution of funds, each year the Financial Controller and Sr. AVP Student Organizations publish the A.S. Funding Guide—a comprehensive document establishing all criteria, deadlines, procedures, and policies for
each type of student organization funding.
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A complete copy of the Funding Guide is not included in this Assessment due to its length. However, copies of the 20162017 Funding Guide may be accessed at as.ucsd.edu or in the A.S. offices on the 4th floor of Price Center East.
However, the following list shares key features of the Funding Guide that are referenced in further section of this Assessment:
• Chart of deadlines
• Prohibited item list
• Room confirmation and price estimates
• Majority criterion
• TAP requirements
• Post-event evaluation forms

Friday

Monday

Submission deadline

SOFAB

Initial Review

Recommended Allocation

Wednesday
Changes submitted if needed
Final Review
Allocations released

Programming Fund Allocation Process
A three step review governs the review of programming funds request by the Student Organization Funding Advisory
Board (SOFAB), a two-member board composed of the Financial Controller and Sr. AVP Student Organizations. In general, SOFAB is responsible for reviewing all requests in an objective manner consistent with the policies expressly stated
in the Funding Guide.
Each Friday, after the 11:30am weekly deadline to submit new requests, the Sr. AVP Student Organizations performs an
initial review of each request to verify its completeness. In this context, “complete” means a valid room confirmation is
attached and the majority criterion is satisfied. Moreover, the Sr. AVP checks that price estimates are attached and generally correct. Completed applications are then placed “under review” and forwarded to SOFAB. Incomplete applications
without a room reservation or majority criterion satisfied are denied without a chance for appeal. An organization whose
application is denied may submit a new application the following week provided the new event date falls within the required 5-week funding deadline timeframe.
The following Monday, SOFAB meets to perform a substantial and thorough review of each funding request. SOFAB
audits all aspects of the application and supporting documentation, including the room confirmation and price estimates, in detail to verify their accuracy, official nature, and disclosure of all items required as dictated in the Funding
Guide. For example, room confirmations must state the name of the room, the event date, and the ability for the room to
accommodate the event’s expected attendance (i.e. the room capacity). If deemed sufficient, SOFAB will calculate an initial recommended allocation consistent with the appropriate attendance bracket and forward the application for final re-
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view and approval. If however, the application includes inconsistencies, discrepancies, or areas of concern or lack of information, SOFAB will place the application under “changes needed” and notify the student organization of the areas that
must be addressed. The organization then has until Wednesday at 12:00pm to submit the requested changes.
Wednesday completes the weeklong approval process. After 12:00pm, the Financial Controller conducts a final review of
each funding request, and then approves, amends, or rejects SOFAB’s recommendation. If necessary changes were
made, it is likely the final allocation will differ from the recommended allocation. If changes were requested but not
made, funds may be allocated at the recommended level or denied depending on the nature of the changes necessary.
After the Financial Controller finalizes each decision, student organizations and the Student Life Business Office are notified of the amounts allocated across each line item. At this time, funds are officially authorized for a group’s use. Since all
events receiving A.S. funding require a Triton Activities Planner (TAP), the SLBO will enter and confirm the allocation in
the TAP so that funds can be disbursed.

Tournament and Competition Funds Allocation Process
The Sr. AVP Student Organizations first reviews the application and submitted documents, and then submits a recommended allocation to the Financial Controller. The Financial Controller then reviews the recommendation and either approves, amends, or rejects the amount based on an independent assessment of the Funding Guide policies. It is common for both the Sr. AVP and Financial Controller to reach out to the student organization at each step in the process to
gain further information regarding the request.

Appeals
Misapplied policies are rare due to the three step process described above. Most, if any errors, are corrected in the initial
or SOFAB review stages. In the event, a student organization objects to a funding decision believed to be the result of a
misinterpretation by ASUCSD of a Funding Guide policy, they may submit an appeal of the allocation. Appeals are considered by the A.S. Finance Committee composed of Senators. The Financial Controller serves as the committee chair
while the Sr. AVP Student Organizations serves as vice-chair. All members except the chair have voting rights.
In committee, the Financial Controller will state the case for the decision made by SOFAB as the committee reviews the
appeal documentation. It is then the decision of the committee whether to amend the allocation on the basis of the arguments made in the appeal or deny the appeal and hold the decision of SOFAB.

2016-2017: Improvements to the Student Organization Funding Process
In Spring 2016, the Center for Student Involvement conducted its annual Principal Member Satisfaction Survey. In regards to A.S. Funding, the survey noted three trends:
1. Lack of prompt and proactive communication
2. Barriers to funding access
3. Unclear Funding Guide and application process
Regardless of the validity of these trends, this year SOFAB instituted a plethora of specific changes to improve the funding process, and more specifically the quality of student interaction with the Financial Controller and Sr. AVP Student Organizations. The following list is a relatively comprehensive record of the improvements made:
✴ Launch of a new online funding system. Under this new system, student organizations receive automatic email updates each time the application status changes and when comments are made. Additionally, the interface is cleaner
and streamlined so that users can save their applications and return to them at a later date
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✴ Schedule quarterly funding seminars surveying the key policies and protocol in the Funding Guide, along with an
open question-and-answer session. 5 sessions in fall and 3 in winter yielded a total attendance of over 500 principal
members this year.
✴ Early release of the Financial Controller and Sr. AVP Student Organizations contact information to accommodate multiple availabilities.
✴ Increases in unallocated funds to student organizations, including a $92,000 increase in Programming Unallocated
compared to 2015-2016 and a $5,000 increase to Tournament and Competition Unallocated compared to 2015-2016
✴Adoption of a “no interpretation” policy which clarifies that no policy in the Funding Guide is meant to be interpreted
in any other way than explicitly written. This policy is designed to encourage student organizations to reach out to
members of SOFAB to resolve ambiguities the moment they arise
✴Adoption of an “early is key” policy which emphasizes the importance of submitting requests early, or asking for a
check-in on the application well before the deadline. It is unfortunately common for applications to be submitted just
before the deadline, only for an organization to learn that costly mistakes made on the application that forced it to be
denied
✴Overhaul of the Funding Guide format. This included transitioning to a full-size 8.5x11 book, changing the layout to
be friendlier on the eyes, and rephrasing certain policy statements to improve clarity of meaning.
✴ Publication of a supplemental funding guide containing visual examples of commonly submitted documentation. The
documents in this guide are marked up to highlight common errors such as improper formats or discrepancies. With
this, students have access to a visual point of reference that mirrors the documents they directly handle on their own
✴ Introduced two new funding campaigns, the Permanent Item Fund and Art Fund, to allow student organizations to
purchase items that are prohibited under the standard funding types offered in the Funding Guide.

2016-2017: New Funding Campaigns—Art Fund and Permanent Item Fund
In Winter 2017, the Office of Student Organizations released two new temporary funding sources simply called Art Fund
and Permanent Item Fund. Each allows student organizations to purchase items that are ineligible under other funding
types, but which are often requested and serve to further the organization’s missions and values. Art Fund may be used
for arts supplies associated with all types of visual and fine arts. Permanent Item Fund is more broad, covering the costs
of durable goods organizations can use for multiple years. For example, the student organization Emergency Medical
Services @ UCSD obtained funds to purchase CPR manuals for its members to use in trainings. E
These initiatives are one of the many positive consequences of overall ASUCSD budget growth. Originally this year,
ASUCSD had no intention of creating these two new campaigns. However, with a modest budget surplus available, the
Student Organization Funding Advisory Board thought it most appropriate to allocate the funds in a manner that supported the work of student organizations; to provide a “dividend” to student organizations for items that generally cannot be funded by ASUCD.
The Permanent Item Fund proved immediately successful, with the entire $7,000 fund exhausted during the campaign.
The schedule that follows lists the full log of organizations and items approved through the Permanent Item Fund. Note
how the items funded relate to the organization’s focus:

Recommendations for Art Fund and Permanent Item Fund
Both funds were intended to be one-time campaigns made possible by the overall stability ASUCSD budget environment. Continuation of these funds should thus be reevaluated each year in this context. Should it be determined during
the budget process that ASUCSD is in a position to allocate funds for these purposes, the data provided above clearly
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demonstrates the high value the funds provide to student organizations. Still, to strengthen both programs, ASUCSD proposes the following recommendations:
1. Limit campaign(s) to Winter Quarter. Fall Quarter is generally a period of acclimation for both the Student Organization Funding Advisory Board and new principal members of student organizations. In fall, SOFAB authors the Funding
Guide, conducts funding seminars, works to build relationships with student organizations, and reviews dozens of
funding requests weekly. Similarly, principal members begin to familiarize themselves with the funding process and
settle into the leadership roles of their respective organizations. Since programming funds, which constitute 88% of
total unallocated student organization funds, prohibit permanent items, establishing an accommodation through a
separate fund could become confusing early on. Additionally, by the time Winter Quarter arrives, student organizations have a better sense of items that would beneficial to own in the long-term.
2. Dissolve the Art Fund, and instead include art-related items within the Permanent Item Fund. The results of the
Art Fund show that insufficient demand does not warrant a separate fund. Rather, including art items within the Permanent Item Fund will introduce broader appeal, simplify the number of separate fund types and affiliated application
requirements, and provide greater flexibility to student organizations.
3. Increase the Executive Budget allocation for the Permanent Item Fund to $10,000 cap. After the $7,000 fund exhausted itself, SOFAB continued to receive applications that is unfortunately had to deny.
4. Clearly define “permanent item” for the sake of this fund: As it relates to programming funds, items are considered permanent if they can be used for more than one period (i.e. items are not consumed entirely at the event). However, for the Permanent Item Fund, ASUCSD recommends adopting the following definition as criteria for a permanent item or durable good: “An item is considered permanent and durable if the item’s expected lifespan is at least
three years.” Student organizations would be required to justify the lifespan of such items during the application process.
5. Introduce a biannual restriction. Since items are permanent, and to promote the equitable distribution of funds, student organizations receiving permanent item funds in one year should be required to wait at least one academic year
before receiving funds for a second time (assuming the fund exists).
6. Keep the $300 cap on Permanent Item Fund. No increase in the cap is deemed necessary at this time. Of all requests approved, only four were capped at the maximum amount. All other organizations request funds in varying
amounts below the $300 cap.

Analysis of Student Organization Funding: Programing Unallocated
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PERMANENT ITEM INITIATIVE LOG
$7,000

Expense Date

Student Organization

Items Funded

$315.23

2/3/17

EMS @ UCSD

CPR Manuals

$270.66

2/3/17

Global Medical Training

$293.72

2/2/17

Architecture @ UCSD

$149.23

2/2/17

Company 157

Storage Boxes, Dollie, Clothing Racks

$64.61

2/4/17

MedLife @ UCSD

Canopy

$279.52

2/3/17

Rubik’s Cube Club

Rubik's Cubes, Timers

$298.79

2/9/17

Acamazing

Speakers, Microphones

$223.54

2/13/17

$286.35

2/15/17

Colleges Against Cancer

EZ-up Canopy

$300.00

2/16/17

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Customized Banner

$184.65

2/16/17

Quidditch @ UCSD

Cash Box, Canopy, Sports Bag, Frog Molds

$262.50

2/23/17

Triton Gaming

Professional ID Badges

$20.51

3/2/17

Undergraduate Investment Society

$86.48

3/2/17

Women in Computing

$265.79

3/2/17

Society of Civil and Structural Engineers

Table, Power Drill, Flag, Canopy

$298.90

3/15/17

Hawaii Club

Dance Costumes, Headband, Fabric

$150.83

3/15/17

Pilipino Undergraduate Society for Health

Folding Wagons

$273.31

3/15/17

Red Cross @ UCSD

Speakers, Banner, Ice Box

$82.68

3/15/17

SangamSD

$299.59

3/15/17

Triton’s Ohana

$300.00

3/15/17

Lambda Chi Alpha

$277.78

3/15/17

$289.47

3/15/17

Vietnamese Student Association

$298.30

3/15/17

Alpha Epsilon Pi

$183.21

3/15/17

Trend Magazine

$300.00

3/15/17

Alpha Lambda Mu

$300.00

3/15/17

Flying Samaritans @ UCSD

$218.54

3/15/17

Project RISHI

$68.91

3/15/17

Indian Student Association

$268.65

3/15/17

Biological Sciences Student Association

American Institute of Chemical Engineers
(AIChE)

Student Involvement Leadership Consultants
(SILC)

$88.25
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Stethoscope, Blood Pressure Cuff, Pen
Lights, Clipboards
Scales, Hot Glue Gun, Cutting Mat Foam
Boards

Chromebook, Speaker

Mason Jars for the Financial Horizons
Conference
Whiteboard, Markers, Board Games, VGA
cable

The 2016 fee referendum alleviated any immediate and foreseeable shortfall in programming funds. In fact, language in
the referendum stated that a significant portion of the increase would be directed to student organization funds if
passed.
In the past, programming fund overages were the norm. ASUCSD leaders at the time treated funds more like a “credit
card” than a “debit card,” allocating funds without frequently verifying that such funds were available. Moreover, fewer
policies were in place to limit waste. For example, the food cap was not introduced until 2013. Likewise, the number of
student organizations has increased dramatically over the years. For example, the number of student organization doubled between the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 academic years, at which time resources available remained consistent but
the demand for funds exploded.
Frequency

Frequency of Programming Funds Requests, 2014-2017
250
214
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149
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0

Fall 2014

Winter 2015
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Winter 2016

Spring 2016
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Winter 2017

Since fall 2014, the volume of programming requests has remained relatively stable with slight increases each year as depicted in the graph above. Note the periodic nature of submissions per quarter—lowest in fall and peaking in spring. In
2014-2015, ASUCSD received 56% more applications in spring than in fall, increasing to 65% in 2015-2016. A similar differential is expected in 2016-2017 as well. Looking forward, this upward trend is expected to continue. To date this year,
536 student organizations are registered with the Center for Student Involvement as compared to 514 last year.
Lower submissions in fall primarily derive from the crescendo effect of experience the progression of the academic year
brings to student organizations. Early on, student organizations are familiarizing themselves with event planning procedures and A.S. funding processes. Smaller recruitment events also consume much of fall. Organizations typically postpone large-scale events to spring due to longer planning times and a San Diego spring climate that opens itself to larger
festivals, performances, and outdoor events that cannot occur in fall or winter.
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Total Requested versus Total Allocated
Total requested comprises the overall amount the organization requests on their funding application. This figure does
not take into account any adjustments made by SOFAB based on any Funding Guide policy. It is simply the amount
stated on the request. By contrast, total allocated comprises the amount approved as determined through the funding
review process. Each amount included in total allocated is subject to bracket caps, proper documentation, item eligibility, and deadline compliance, among other policies.
Note from the chart below that total requested always exceeds total allocated. It is simply a fact that ASUCSD cannot
fund every funding request in full for the reasons stated in the previous paragraph. Of obvious observation is the abnormally large spike in Spring 2015. This jump was not due to any substantial factor that would affect the overall approval
levels for programming funds. Multiple anomaly requests were submitted that quarter, including one for $29,000 and another for $18,000. At the time, the maximum amount an organization could receive was $8,000.
Total Requested vs. Total Allocated, 2014-2017
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Total Requested

$408,500.98
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$291,801.60
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$77,822.57

Winter 2016

$77,298.01

Spring 2016

Fall 2016

$88,299.70

Winter 2017

GENERAL ANALYSIS OF PROGRAMMING FUNDS
Total

Allocation as Percent

Food

Food

of Amount Requested

Requested

Allocated

$79,448.86

67.82%

$38,055.79

$29,557.73

$158,456.56

$66,987.19

42.27%

$55,957.41

$21,452.77

195

$408,500.98

$147,544.72

36.12%

$78,181.76

$25,327.77

Fall 2015

131

$128,760.58

$75,699.03

58.79%

$38,078.37

$25,179.40

Winter 2016

165

$129,466.82

$77,822.57

60.11%

$40,063.75

$27,887.77

Spring 2016

214

$291,801.60

$140,341.94

48.09%

$67,091.20

$40,127.90

Fall 2016

145

$140,041.82

$77,298.01

55.20%

$60,584.57

$32,319.74

Winter 2017

184

$134,213.29

$88,299.70

65.79%

$54,838.35

$36,531.87

Quarter

Frequency

Fall 2014

125

$117,147.49

Winter 2015

149

Spring 2015

Total Allocated

Requested

The chart above bring the food subset into the mix while summarizing the status of student organization funding in full at
this time.
Analysis of Student Organization Funding: Tournament and Competition Unallocated
ASUCSD increased the budget allocation to Tournament and Competition Unallocated by $5,000 this year, from $35,000
to $40,000. Even with this increase, the line item exhausted itself by February. Due to the 30 A.S. working day deadline
to submit requests, most tournament and competition funding applications are submitted early in the year for competitions taking place as late as June. At the time of this publication, ASUCSD does not expect to receive many, if any, more
requests for this academic year.
Disbanding of Annual Event Funding
2016-2017 is the final year Associated Students plans to offer annual event funding, concluding a phase-out process that
began in 2013. While no new applications were accepted this year, organizations which had previously received annual
event funding were eligible to receive it this year as well with the understanding that this marked the final year. Starting
in 2017-2018, all events will be funded only through programming funds. Recall from “Types of A.S. Funding” that the
only exception granted between programming funds and an-

ANNUAL EVENT FUNDING ANALYSIS,
2012-2017

The general decision to discontinue annual event funding

Executive Budget

Number of

Allocation

Annual Events

2012-2013

$119,036.00

22

2013-2014

$105,260.00

19

2014-2015

$90,856.00

16

2015-2016

$16,686.00

3

2016-2017

$15,341.00

2

Year

nual event funds is the attendance bracket cap.

stemmed from the dilemma of a larger pool of funds being allocated to a limited number of student organizations at a time
when Associated Students incurred year-end deficits. It was thus
decided that no student organization should be exempt from
the bracket cap. In fact, the bracket cap was seen as an essential tool toward stabilizing the high cost of annual events.
At this time, disbanding Annual Event Funding would have no
negative impacts on student organizations. Both organizations
receiving funds in 2016-2017 have already been notified that as
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of next year they will need to apply through programming funds.

Annual Event Funds, 2012-2017
$140,000.00
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$80,000.00
$60,000.00
$40,000.00
$20,000.00
$0.00

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

$16,686.00

$15,341.00

2015-2016

2016-2017

Future Sustainability of Student Organization Funding
Two significant factors will affect the sustainability of student organization funding moving forward: number of student
organizations and bracket caps. ASUCSD has no control over the number of CSI registered student organizations, but
must allocate funds to each one on a content-neutral basis so long as all protocol is followed. Therefore, as the number
of student organizations grows, the pool of unallocated funds becomes accessible to more groups, and the demand for
funds increases. Since the long-term projections of the number of undergraduates on-campus is 40,000, ASUCSD can
expect student organization growth to continue each year. By contrast, ASUCSD has complete control over the review,
approval, and disbursement process. If the fund supply tightened, ASUCSD could amend the Funding Guide to reduce
the maximum amount of funds obtainable. ASUCSD increased the highest bracket cap from $8,000 to $9,000 after the
referendum delivered newfound flexibility. In future years, the best course of action may well dictate a reduction once
again.
The objective is not to implement restrictive policies that make it more difficult for student organizations to obtain funding. Rather a delicate balance exists between authoring policies that ensure funds are distributed equitably and enough
resources are available for the duration of the year. All this must be considered within the scope of the overall A.S.
budget environment. While student organization outreach and support represents a critical role of Associated Students,
it is not the only financial commitment ASUCSD can consider.
Minor factors also have the potential to impact the sustainability of student organization funding. For example, the Financial Controller and Sr. AVP Student Organizations must remain adamantly committed to enforcing all funding policies
without exception. On one hand, making one exception opens the floodgates for all groups to claim their right to an exception. Furthermore, exceptions lead to a communication breakdown among all stakeholders in the funding process
including ASUCSD, CSI, and SLBO.
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Recommendations for Improving Student Organization Funding
ASUCSD makes the following recommendations toward improving student life on-campus through the following student
organization policy changes:
1. Adopt a 2/3 Coverage Food Cap. Though SOFAB increased the overall attendance bracket caps this year, the food
subset caps remained unchanged. At the $335 level for example, taken at the maximum of 150 attendees, the cost
per person allocable is $2.23 whereas the per person allocation exceeds $3.00 for all other bracket. The disparity signifies that in this bracket, funds are not equitably distributed among food and non-food items. In order. To resolve this,
ASUCSD recommends “evening out” the field so that at all bracket caps, food costs ma be allocated for up to 2/3 of
the expected attendees. The graph below shows the new proposed policy, with the changes from the current policy

PROPOSED 2/3 FOOD CAP COVERAGE POLICY
Current Policy

Brackets

Current Cap

Proposed Policy

Allocation per

Maximum

person at the

without cap at

margin

$5/person

Proposed
Policy Percent
Attendees

Percent
Proposed Cap

Covered

Increase
Proposed vs.
New

1-25

$85

$5.00

$125

68%

$85

0%

26-50

$180

$3.60

$250

72%

$180

0%

51-150

$335

$2.23

$750

67%

$500

49%

151-350

$1,100

$3.14

$1,750

67%

$1,180

7%

351-500

$1,650

$3.30

$2,500

66%

$1,650

0%

501+

$2,750

$3.93

$3,750

73%

$2,750

0%

printed in bold type.
2. Clarify Certain Funding Guide Policies:
a. Multi-Day Events: ASUCSD recommends instituting a policy that events may be funded up to the maximum attendance bracket cap in the Funding Guide for each day of the event provided that the nature of each event is different or the audience for each day of the event is different. Different segments of the same event may not submit
separate funding requests.
b. Full-Day Events, Workshops, and Conferences: Student organizations this year have requested SOFAB accommodate the food cap since with the cap in place, the same amount is allocated for 2-hour events as for 15-hour marathon events. Despite the event length differences, ASUCSD recommends maintaining the food cap for all events
regardless of how many meals the organization wishes to serve.
c. Prohibit Any Event with Cash Handling from Receiving A.S. Funds: Multiple student organization attempted to
charge admissions fees or use A.S. funded items to generate a revenue. Each time they were caught, the organiza-
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tions were not reimbursed for those events, and were prohibited from receiving funds for the duration of the year.
It is a policy of both A.S. and UCOP that students paying the fee cannot be charged to access programs paid for
through the fee. It’s analogous to double taxation. Therefore, to avoid transactions altogether, ASUCSD recommends denying all funding requests for events where cash handling will occur. At the same time, SOFAB may wish
to create a waiver whereby student organizations can petition to have cash handling in the form of non-required
donations, etc.
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R E V I E W A N D A N A LY S I S O F
ENTERPRISES
Enterprises introduce a unique division to the financial structure of Associated Students. Whereas all other elements of
ASUCSD operate under an income-allocation model whereby income received through student fees and other sources is
allocated among a variety of functions, enterprises operate as self-sustaining, profit-generating entities. Their objective is
to maximize revenue, minimize costs, and earn a profit that can supplement student fee income in the Executive Budget.

The Role of A.S. Enterprises
1. Reduce dependency on student fees as the sole source of income. As stated in the revenue analysis, activity fee
income current accounts for 98% of total ASUCSD income. Profits earned through enterprises returned to the Executive Budget would provide further resources for ASUCSD to promote its programs, services, and advocacy initiatives.
2. Provide valuable goods and services to the UC San Diego Community. Triton Outfitters, for example, offers
student-designed, trendy apparel. A.S. Lecture Notes and A.S. Soft Reserves formerly provided student-written lecture notes and course readers.

A.S. Lecture Notes and A.S. Soft Reserves
A.S. Lecture Notes and A.S. Soft Reserves—two of Associated Students’ longest running enterprises—ceased operations
at the end of Fall Quarter 2016 following a decision made by ASUCSD the previous May. Since the 2013-2014 academic
year, A.S. Lecture Notes had lost $24,933 and A.S. Soft Reserves $26,919. Without a net gain to sustain operations, both
enterprises began to spend down their reserves without positive prospects for recovery in future years. Eventually, as
each reserve balance declined, student fees would have to front the costs for operations to continue. However, ASUCSD
agrees it is poor fiscal practice to spend A.S. funds on money-losing businesses.
When looking into the underlying causes behind the failure of A.S. Lecture Notes and A.S. Soft Reserves, the obvious
cannot be overlooked. First, use of both enterprises had declined steeply since their inception. Today with resources like
TritonEd and other online platforms, it is common for professors to post their own lecture notes, presentation slides, and
supplemental materials that mitigate the need to purchase separate lecture notes. Likewise, the same information can be
gathered from classmates, usually at no cost. On the same token, both A.S. Lecture Notes and A.S. Soft Reserves operated on a strictly brick-and-mortar basis. Documents were available in print format only, where students had to physically
pick up their purchases at the Lecture Notes/Soft Reserve facilities in the Original Student Center. Additionally, the testing of an online platform caused a year to year drop in the purchase of the notes.

Triton Outfitters
Triton Outfitters (T.O.) is the student-run apparel brand owned and managed by Associated Students. Since its founding
in 2010, T.O. has grown into a premier campus-brand. From its selection of trendy everyday apparel to Sun God Festival
and Hullabaloo special event items, T.O. epitomizes campus culture. All items are uniquely conceptualized and designed
by students and printed on high quality, affordable clothing.
In terms of operation structure, Triton Outfitters operates a dual business model split between retail sales and customized apparel sales. The Mobile Store is foundation for T.O. retail sales. Situated directly on Library Walk during the aca-
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demic quarters and all over campus during special events, students can purchase pre-designed shirts, sweaters, hats,
jackets, and accessories from one of Triton Outfitter’s many lines. Examples of T.O. proprietary lines include “La Holla,”
college t-shirts, and ASCE Bear. Triton Outfitters is also the exclusive supplier for the Sun God Festival and Hullabaloo
sponsored by A.S. Concerts & Events.
Customized clothing, dubbed “Made-To-Order” is an outlet for student organizations and departments looking to expand their brands with specially customized apparel and accessories. Whether it be for special events, philanthropies, or
simply to build community among members, Made-to-Order works with the organization to ensure their vision is realized. Made-to-Order works closely with the A.S. Graphic Studio on graphic design services for special orders.

Strengths and Weaknesses of Triton Outfitters
TRITON OUTFITTERS: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Student-Centered: Triton Outfitters represents the best of

Inventory Control: Keeping older inventory on hand

student innovation and creativity on-campus

reduces the space available to store newer inventory.

Trendy Designs: Since all designs are student created,

Cost of Goods Sold: Purchasing inventory requires costly

they reflect the vibrancy, humor, and style of La Jolla

up-front payments that may take weeks to recover through

college students.

sales. Higher sales volume will reduce this burden.

Made To Order: Made to Order is the more profitable of

Student Demand, On-Campus Presence, and Customer

the two business models. Each custom order is guaranteed

Acquisition: Students are still familiarizing themselves with

to earn an overall profits. Unlike with retail sales, there is

the T.O. brand. Currently, the Bookstore maintains a

no possibility that leftover inventory could cause a profit

monopoly over printing the UC San Diego logo and official

loss.

insignia on apparel. However, the more students brand
themselves with T.O., the more they appreciate the
creativity of the designs.

Future of Triton Outfitters
Every skeptic of Triton Outfitters likes to believe that it cannot expand beyond its current sales levels, that it cannot compete with the UC San Diego Bookstore. This Assessment fundamentally disagrees with each of these viewpoint. To the
contrary, the strongest days for Triton Outfitters are still ahead. In 2017, T.O. is expected to turn its first true profit since
2010. Three facts point to a positive outlook ahead:
• No Debt
• April 2017 represented the largest retail sales month to date
• Made to Order continues to fulfill more custom orders each successive year
It is anticipated that at the end of FY2017, Triton Outfitters will be financially able to return a percentage of profits back
to the Executive Budget. This return is expected to increase with each successive year.
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R E V I E W A N D A N A LYS I S O F
S E RV I C E S
Triton Food Pantry: Overview
Overview of the Triton Food Pantry
The Triton Food Pantry, a proprietary ASUCSD service, addresses and combats food insecurity among UC San Diego Students through a readily-accessible and cost-free supplemental food source. Launched in 2015, the Pantry has grown from
a small spaces with limited dry goods to a fully-serviced Pantry supplied with dry goods, perishable goods, organic produce, industrial grade refrigeration and washing equipment, three student managers, ASUCSD administrative support,
and a large team of dedicated volunteers. Services are available to all students, both undergraduate and graduate, on a
discreet and confidential basis, no questions asked. The guiding principle upheld by the Pantry is that neither need or
insecurity can be accurately quantified by any individual other than the person themselves. Still, to ensure an equitable
distribution of resources, under the current model each student receives 10 points per week which may be used to collect nonperishable goods. Produce delivered to the Pantry twice per week is first-come-first-serve and costs no points.
In Fall 2016, the Pantry received 3,397 visits, of which 1,255 were unique. On average, this means approximately 308 students visited the Pantry each week. Furthermore, over 56% of student who utilized the Pantry visited more than once.
Undergraduates composed 84% of all users while graduates encumbered the remaining 16%.

Triton Food Pantry: Budget
Revenues: 2016-2017
Since 2015, the UC wide Global Food Initiative has provided the bulk of financial support. Out of the total $151,000 allocated by the Initiative to UC San Diego in 2016-2017 to support programs and services to combat basic needs insecurity,
the Pantry received just over half. The remaining half does not specifically support Pantry operations, but funds other
much-needed resources like a full-time Basic Needs Case Manager, basic needs literacy training programs, a basic needs
conference, and an emergency housing pilot program. Unfortunately, the Global Food Initiative allocations are set to sunset in 2017-2018 and disappear starting in 2818-2019. At that time, the Triton Food Pantry will become entirely reliant on
campus-collected funds. As an Associated Students service, the burden of financial solvency falls on ASUCSD.
The second largest source of funds comes directly from ASUCSD—$12,600 in both 2015-2016 and 2016-2017. In 20162017, ASUCSD allocated a separate one-time amount of $30,000 for construction costs associated with expanding the
basic needs space adjacent to the Triton Food Pantry (formerly A.S. Lecture Notes and A.S. Soft Reserves). Both the
2016-2017 Operating Budget and Capital Budget can be found in the Appendix. Of the $12,600 for operations, $4,200
is earmarked for food purchases, programs, and supplies, while the other $8,400 covers the wages for two student Pantry managers. Due to a 2017 California state increase in the wage from $10.00 to $11.85 per hour, ASUCSD expects a
year-end overage for wage costs. The current Pantry budget maintains an expected surplus from which these overages
will be drawn.
in March 2017, ASUCSD approved a Memorandum of Understanding to set aside funds for the Pantry for each of the
next three years through 2020. Per the terms of the agreement, ASUCSD agrees to provide $30,000 for operations plus
the wages of two student managers in 2017-2018, and all three student managers in 2018-2019 and 2019-2020. Since
Global Food Initiative funds currently cover the cost of the third manager, elimination of this income source means
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ASUCSD will cover this expense. The provision for manager wages is flexible to adjust both for additional stipulated
weekly hours per position and any UC-mandated wage increases implemented during the terms of the memorandum.
Third, per an MOU signed in February 2016 between Associated Students and the six college councils, each council
agrees to provide $1,000 to support Pantry operations in 2016-2017. Unfortunately, the one-year term of this MOU
means that college council funds thus far constitute an unstable source of income. ASUCSD strongly believes that college councils have a responsibility to contribute to the Food Pantry as it is a campus-wide resource that draws visitors
from all colleges. Negotiations are currently in progress to approve a modified extension for future years. Thus far, discussions have yielded that the likely agreement will provide for $1,000 from each college council specifically earmarked for
food costs. Moreover, college councils prefer to keep the one-year term in order to hold Associated Students accountable each year.
Smaller revenue sources also provided critical support this year. $2,500 from the Council of Provosts, $2,500 from the
Graduate Division are the first two contributions from campus departments and administrative groups. Former Executive
Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs Suresh Subrahami generously donated $10,000 as well. ASUCSD anticipates that the
Council of Provosts and Graduate Division will continue to support the Pantry financially as part of their responsibility to
uphold the wellbeing of the student body.
Revenue Outlook
ASUCSD cannot overstate that the loss of Global Food Initiative Funds from the University of California Office of the
President has placed considerable strain on the financial solvency of the Triton Food Pantry. Despite this, the budget outlook is generally positive. Though the budget outlook predicts a $55,598 deficit in 2018-2019 and $59,508 deficit in
2019-2020, the deficit size is less important than the deficit trend. Note that the deficit tends to stabilize, bringing to fruition two positive results. First, this metric provides ASUCSD with an accurate estimate of the amount of revenue that
should be secured in order to balance the budget. Second, income line items listed in the budget outlook only take into
account sources where an infrastructure to collect funds is readily established. Where no infrastructure to collect currently
exists, no revenue is predicted. It is the general financial policy of Associated Students not to recognize income to budgetary purposes if no documented method of collection is present and functional. However, the groundwork upon which
to establish these income streams has already begun. Sources not considered in the budget but are likely to provide future revenues include:
• Student Fee Advisory Committee recommended allocations from the Student Services Fee
• Active fundraising efforts through the Alumni Engagement office
• Active fundraising efforts conducted through the UC San Diego Student Foundation
• Cash flows generated by ASUCSD Mandate Reserve investments
• Contributions from the Graduate Student Association, whose constituents make up 16% of all Pantry users
Together, income generated from these sources would very quickly begin to balance the projected deficit. With this high
capacity for growth, the A.S. President, lead Food Pantry manager, and Financial Controller have dedicated a substantial
portion of the academic year identifying and securing sustainable sources of funds for the Pantry. The ASUCSD MOU is
but one that has thus far gained support among the student body. The alternative—compromising the quality of services
provided—is not an option.
Expenses
52% of budget expenses this year will be utilized for food costs. In summer 2016, the Pantry introduced organic produce
to its line of services budgeted at $40,000 for the year. While a seemingly large amount, the entire quantity purchase
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each week is distributed in full without waste. Note that $0.00 is budgeted for dry good purchases this year. The Pantry
current holds a substantial credit with its main goods supplier, the San Diego Food Bank. To date, the credit has been
used to cover all dry good purchases. The credit is expected to be exhausted by the end of the 2016-2017 academic
year. As a result, the 2017-2018 budget outlook accounts for the expected cost to be incurred from dry good purchases
once the credit depletes. This $34,400 projected figure was calculated based on changes in Pantry usage year to year.
From Fall 2015 to Fall 2016, data shows a 160%, or 1.6 multiplier, increase in usage. Given a baseline of $21,500 for dry
goods purchased through the credit, and assuming usage increases by a similar amount in 2017-2018, food costs are projected to rise by 1.6 as well. This assumption of constant increased demand is reasonable as the name recognition of the
Pantry expands, the stigma associated with food insecurity declines, and campus partners promote the Pantry’s services
more and more. These amounts stabilize in 2018-2019 and 2019-2020, with a 5% overall rise in costs projected for the
former year and a 3% rise for the latter year. ASUCSD expects small, but sustained increase year to year starting in 20172018.

Triton Food Pantry: Future Direction and Financing
Even with solutions already in place, the Pantry remains in a volatile position, that without proper oversight and alignment of resources, could become a financial burden. To ensure the long-term health of the Pantry, ASUCSD has decided
to refocus the service on its core mission of providing food to insecure students. All programming, workshops, and demonstrations are to be outsources to other ASUCSD offices and campuses organizations. For example, the A.S. Office of
Food and Housing Resources was created specifically to conduct programs associated with basic needs insecurity. Effective programming can be done in collaboration with the Pantry without requiring the Pantry to expend its own resources.
Additionally, a key job requirement of the new Basic Needs Case Manager is to coordinate programs addressing insecurity. Each line item in the 2016-2017 under “Food Programs and Initiatives” are required by Global Food Initiative Funds.
Therefore, some programming will remain for 2017-2018. Still, the Pantry has begun phasing out its event planning function while forming strategic partnership with campus-wide groups. The new expansion of the basic needs center will provide a dedicated space for such programs. Keeping the Pantry focused on its mission of providing emergency food relief
must be kept at the forefront.

Expansion of the Triton Food Pantry in 2016-2017
As referenced previous approved a one-time $30,000 allocation to the Triton Food Pantry to cover construction costs to
renovate the space previously housed by A.S. Lecture Notes and A.S. Soft Reserves. Along with $30,000 from the Chancellor, $20,000 from the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs, and $5,000 from the Global Food Initiative, this space has undergone a transformation from small warehouse and retail space to an open programming area, office space, and central
resource center for basic needs. No further cost allocations will be included in the Executive Budget in following years.
A.S. Safe Rides
ASUCSD has partnered with Uber to provide free and subsidized late night rides for undergraduate students. After a successful pilot program last spring, ASUCSD entered into a year-long agreement with Uber for the Safe Rides program.
This year has served more as a test year to determine which program structure best serves the needs of the student
body, and perhaps more importantly, how to market the service to students. The Safe Rides Changes figure below iterates three different program structures ASUCSD offered the student body this year.
Two difficulties have become apparent this year that the Office of Enterprises and Services has begun to address. First is
encouraging student who have registered to receive the code to immediately enter it into their Uber mobile app. In fall,
ASUCSD found that there was a 98% conversion rate between those that applied the code and those that utilized the
code to pay for their ride. The second is finding ways to creatively market the service. ASUCSD has a contractual obliga-
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tion to send out quarterly emails to the entire undergraduate student population, and a separate email specifically for
the Sun God Festival.

SAFE RIDES CHANGES THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
Fall 2016

Winter 2017

Spring 2017

Rides Provided

1 ride

1 ride

3 rides

Limit

$10.00

$10.00

$10.00 each

Hours

8pm-3am

6pm-3am

6pm-3am
Sun God Festival promotion

Special Promotion

for 2 rides up to $15 each
the day of the festival

Holiday Airport Shuttles
Per a one year Memorandum of Understanding between ASUCSD and UC San Diego Transportation Services, ASUCSD
provides payment for the first 265 ride fares for students during each Thanksgiving, winter break, and spring break. The
Shuttles provide transportation between UC San Diego International Airport. The total payments for ASUCSD shall not
exceed $7,500. A copy of the current memorandum is contained in the Appendix.
The Holiday Shuttle Fares schedule shows how ASUCSD maximized the entire 265 fares for each break. Still, because
Transportation Services maintained the ride fare at $5.00 per ride, only $3,975 of the allocated $7,500 in the Executive
Budget is billable to ASUCSD. The difference will result in a line item surplus for the year.
Due to the success of this agreement, ASUCSD recommends negotiating an extension of the terms. of this Memorandum for the 2017-2018 academic year.

2016-2017 HOLIDAY SHUTTLE RIDE FARES
Maximum Rides per

Actual Rides

MOU

Provided

Thanksgiving

265

265

$5.00

$1325.00

Winter Break

265

265

$5.00

$1325.00

Spring Break

265

265

$5.00

$1325.00

Term

Total Annual

Fare per Ride

Total Fares Billed to
ASUCSD

$3975.00

Projection
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OVERVIEW OF ASUCSD OFFICES,
SERVICES, AND COMMISSIONS IN
2016-2017
Office of the President
Office Overview
The A.S. Office of the President is unique in its flexibility to focus specifically on the issues prioritized in the President’s
platform. There is no set portfolio of work that must be completed as is the case with many other offices. As the chief executive of Associated Students, the President retains a limited set of fixed responsibilities—appointing members to committees, having direct access to the Chancellor and Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs, directly overseeing four AVP offices, serving on the UC Council of Presidents, serving as the official ASUCSD statewide representative to the UC Office
of the President, and most importantly, setting the direction of the Association.
More centrally, the President determines the issues on which to base their work and then builds an office to support
those projects. In this sense, the direction of the office depends on the incumbent wherein the office itself is necessary to
facilitate open communication, transparency, and accountability on all fronts. The office generally undertakes outreach
work to engage with the student body, and policy work to facilitate the understanding of campus-wide policies needed
to facilitate changes and improvements in such policies. The Office of the President rarely programs, instead relying on
associate vice president offices to organize the programs that further the issue-based advocacy initiatives the president
undertakes.
For the 2016-2017 term, A.S. President Daniel Juarez prioritized the following issues:
• Basic needs insecurity: Serving on the campus wide Basic Needs Committee, overseeing the construction of the expanded Triton Food Pantry, beginning robust fundraising efforts for the Triton Food Pantry, hiring the new Basic Needs
Case Manager, and spearheading a temporary emergency housing initiative
• Transportation: Beginning initial work on an upcoming 2019 transportation fee referendum
• Mental health: Diversifying CAPS staff, looking to centralize CAPS on-campus, and reducing wait times associated with
making CAPS appointments
• Transparency and Accountability: hosting weekly open hours across campus and publishing quarterly reports on progress made by the office
Current Budget
The president’s travel allocation is the most critical component of the office’s budget. The president frequently travels to
Sacramento and other UC campuses to represent ASUCSD at conferences and meetings. This line item is necessary to
ensure that the highest student voice of UC San Diego undergraduates is present at the table when impactful decisions
are made on a range of issues.
“Triton Community Closet Startup Fund” was originally intended to include a community closed within the basic needs
resource center adjacent to the Triton Food Pantry. However, the intention of these funds was later changed to help purchase furniture for the space.
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Office of the President
Initiatives
Triton Community Closet Startup Fund
Outreach and Marketing
Travel
Operating

$15,300.00
$1,000.00
$10,000.00
$800.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00

Future Budget
The president’s travel budget should be maintained and adjusted frequently to account for increases in gasoline and
plane ticket prices. A comparable operating and outreach budget should also be maintained so that accountability and
transparency work may continue. Outreach should always be a priority of the president—and the president must be provided the resources to make this happen. It is often the case that advocacy work does not require substantial amounts of
funds. In these cases, budget growth is accounted for within the AVP offices that oversee programs associated with each
subject area.

Office of Academic Affairs
Office Overview
The Office of Academic Affairs works to maximize the student role in academic governance as it pertains to the development, implementation, and revision of academic policies. As head of the office, the Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs serves as the official undergraduate representative on a number of Academic Senate committees, including
the esteemed Educational Policy Committee and Undergraduate Council. On this front, the Office aims to promote student awareness of academic issues that improve aspects of academic life surrounding time-to-degree, add/drop deadlines, university-wide course requirements, and minimum unit caps for full time students.
This year, the AVP of Academic Affairs served the unique function of lobbying the Academic Senate to approve their version of Division I athletics that the student body overwhelming supported in Spring Quarter 2016. Despite faculty objections, the AVP successfully persuaded members that student sentiment regarding athletics could not be disregarded after such a display of support.
Additionally, the Office has adopted the role as liaison between the Teaching and Learning Commons (TLC) in Geisel Library and Associated Students. Launched in early 2015, the TLC has altered the methodology by which students learn
through supplemental instruction. Indeed, prior to the Common’s launch, much of the formulation and student input
arose as a direct result of discussions between the Office of Academic Affairs and the TLC.
Finally, Academic Affairs administers A.S. Grants—undergraduate funds allocated to student-initiated research projects
that positively impact the UC San Diego campus. The policies and criteria associated with this program are established
by the AVP of Academic Affairs, and are published in the A.S. Funding Guide.
Current Budget
The entirety of the Academic Affairs budget consists of A.S. Grants and a companion marketing budget. As of April
2017, $14,300 of the $15,500 is unexpended. A.S. Grants will not exhaust its line item this year.
Office of Academic Affairs
A.S. Grants
Marketing

$15,500.00
$15,000.00
$500.00
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Future Financing
Since Academic Affairs has shifted its efforts toward academic advocacy, internal funding is no longer a necessity for this
office. Even more, ASUCSD recommends that title to the administration of A.S. Grants be transferred to the Office of Finance and Resources. The Financial Controller maintains an experienced edge over setting objective criteria, coordinating a review process, and marketing multiple fund types simultaneously. Low utilization of A.S. Grants is likely due to the
fund being “hidden” in the Office of Academic Affairs instead of spotlighted as a core function of the Office of Finance
and Resources. It is not recommended that A.S. Grants be discontinued at this time as the fund is unique and alternative
sources for funding undergraduate research are rare. Restructuring the program however should be a key necessity moving forward. In budget terms, transfer the line item “A.S. Grants” to the Office of Finance and Resources.

Office of College Affairs
Office Overview
The decentralized nature of the UC San Diego campus—six colleges housed in one university—dampens the ability for
the campus to be truly integrated. To facilitate this connectivity, the A.S> Office of College Affairs works to bridge this
gap between Associated Students and the college councils through a a variety of programs that encourage collaboration
and awareness on campus-wide issues. Unique to this office is the College Council Presidents (CCP) board composed of
the A.S. President, AVP College Affairs, and the president or chair of each college council. CCP meets weekly to discuss
initiatives that provide mutual benefit across the entirety of campus and that require support from all six colleges. As an
example, this year CCP worked cohesively to draft an all-college Memorandum of Understanding to allocate funds to the
Triton Food Pantry for the 2017-2018 year.
Current Budget
The newest line item to the College Affairs Executive Budget allocation comes from the creation of a new A.S. Fellowship program. Fellowship is a structured yearlong program that provides first-year and transfer students the chance to
become acquainted with ASUCSD and actually work within specific offices of interest. $3,000 for the Fellowship allowed
the Fellows to plan and conduct their own events, network with each other and members of ASUCSD, and begin to create a recognized Fellowship brand. Furthermore, a higher allocation for All Council Retreat succeeded in attracting the
highest attendance rate in the last three years. Mixers and Know Your Councils events allow for more intimate follow-ups
to All Council Retreat later in winter and throughout spring.
Office of College Affairs
Mixers (3)
College Council Visits
Operating
Sun God Kits
Marketing
All Council Retreat
Programming
Leadership Development
Know Your Councils
A.S. Fellowship

$7,650.00
$800.00
$300.00
$100.00
$400.00
$200.00
$500.00
$2,000.00
$250.00
$100.00
$3,000.00

Future Financing
Sustained financing for events pushing for collaborating between ASUCSD and the six college councils is imperative.
Much of the progress made on large-scale issues from this year’s Triton Food Pantry agreement to last year’s ASUCSD
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constitutional changes transpired specifically because of relationships fostered at inter-council events. An increase in programming funds will create the environment for larger events and workshops to take place.
Office of Food and Housing Resources
Office Overview
As one of two new ASUCSD offices established in 2016, the Office of Food and Housing Resources focuses on combating basic needs insecurity through advocacy efforts and program development. On-campus, the Office functions to coordinate campus-wide efforts that promote accessibility, affordability, and sustainability in both food and housing situations. Per housing, the Office supports emergency temporary housing and extended university break housing. A second
initiative undertaken this year is to research and lay the foundations for an alternative “upper-division” housing model
that reduces housing prices by eliminating unnecessary residential assistants and programming that older students do
not want. On food insecurity, the Office coordinates with the Basic Needs Committee, residential life divisions within
each college, and Housing and Dining Services to bring to light the issue of food insecurity. Implementing affordable
food options and introducing students to CalFresh are key priorities initiated in this inaugural year.
Current Budget
Per ASUCSD convention, limited funds are allocated in the year a new office launches. Given the uncertain foundation
and lack of concrete direction associated with starting up an entire office, most funds cover only essential office functions—marketing, programming, outreach, and supplies. Furthermore, while the Triton Food Pantry retains its own operating budget, it falls under the Office of Food and Housing Resources for the sake of classification in the Executive
Budget.
Office of Food and Housing Resources
Marketing
Programming
Outreach and Marketing
Supplies
Triton Food Pantry
Initiatives
Operations
Expansion Construction Costs

$2,600.00
$500.00
$1,500.00
$500.00
$100.00
$34,200.00
$4,000.00
$200.00
$30,000.00

Future Financing
Programming will become more and more a staple of the Office as the Pantry phases out its own programming. Other
than this, to date the Office has not announced many new initiatives that would require substantial new funds in the future. One proposed initiative involves organizing buses to take students without car access on weekly grocery trips to affordable supermarkets.

Office of Campus Affairs
Office Overview
The Office of Campus Affairs, overseen by the Vice President of Campus Affairs, focuses primarily on promoting ASUCSD
visibility, appointing delegates to campus-wide committees, and overseeing five associate vice president offices—Spirit
and Athletics, Concerts & Events, Environmental Justice Affairs, Health and Wellness, and Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion.
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Campus-wide committees generally consist of a mix of undergraduate representatives and administrators to oversee a
specific function or area of the campus. Examples of committees to which the Vice President of Campus Affairs appoints
an ASUCSD representative include:
• University Centers Advisory Board
• Housing, Dining, and Hospitality Advisory Board
• Wellness Cluster Student Advisory Board
• Student Transportation Advisory Committee
• Student Fee Advisory Committee
• Light Rail Transit Work Group
• Child Care Oversight Committee
• Campus Planning Committee
• Bookstore Advisory Committee
• Sports Facilities Advisory Board
This list is by no means complete, but sheds light on how the Office of Campus Affairs works to integrate the student
voice on all matters relating to campus governance.
On a programming level, the Office plans visibility events to improve student involvement in Associated Students. A.S.
Chill & Grill occurs the Thursday the week before the academic year begins. Each ASUCSD office, service, and commission tables to recruit new members. Triton Dine occurs the Monday of finals week each quarter and attracts over 1,000
per event. The overarching objective is to create a bond between students and their government by building an environment of proactivity and inclusiveness.
Current Budget
Triton Dine, a well regarded campus tradition, encumbers the overwhelming majority of Campus Affairs funds. ASUCSD
Executives, Associate Vice Presidents, and Senators participate in an annual off-campus leadership retreat at the beginning of each year, as funded by the “A.S. Retreat” line item. A.S. Chill & Grill receives funds both from an Executive
Budget allocation and from a contribution from the campus-wide Welcome Week committee.
Office of Campus Affairs
A.S. Retreat
A.S. Chill and Grill
A.S. Visibility
Leadership Development
Marketing and Outreach
Triton Dine (3)

$23,968.86
$4,485.34
$683.52
$400.00
$150.00
$250.00
$18,000.00

Future Financing
Campus Affairs funding is predictable and consistent each year. No changes to the items in this year’s Executive Budget
are recommended. However, ASUCSD decided in March to transfer oversight of the A.S. Fellowship from College Affairs
to Campus Affairs. Therefore, ASUCSD expects in future years a line item allocation for the Fellowship to be included in
the Campus Affairs budget.
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Office of Spirit and Athletics
Office Overview
The Office of Spirit and Athletics is charged with bolstering support for student athletes, increasing attendance at home
games, and improving the image of athletics on campus. Building community through spirit is the unofficial mantra behind the work the Office undertakes. In this context, the Associate Vice President of Spirit and Athletics works with the
Triton Athletic Council (TAC) and Athletics Department to develop strategies that promote turnout. The AVP frequently
collaborates with Athletics to provide A.S. sponsorships for catering, giveaways, and spirit items that incentivize students
to attend. On the organizing side, the AVP chairs Tritons Rising, the campus-wide spirit organization started in 2015 to
replace the now defunct Triton Tide. Long-term, the Office plans to expand Tritons Rising into a well-recognized brand
on-campus as the University seeks to transition to Division I. In some areas, the Office faces an uphill climb to transform
the image of an inspirited student body. Through this year’s budget allocation, ASUCSD demonstrates a clear commitment toward improving campus spirit.
Current Budget
ASUCSD heavily invested in Spirit an Athletics, believing that the InterCollegiate Activity Fee referendum approved in
Spring 2016. With that vote, athletics again became a point of pride for the University, and one in which ASUCSD seeks
to establish its influence. With that in mind, the 2016-2017 Spirit and Athletics budget is substantially lager than in previous years. Programming funds are used to co-sponsor events by purchasing items that may incentivize students to attend
games. On average, each game averages $1,200 to sponsor. The AVP can decline the amount of funds to allocate for
each game depending on the importance of the game. This year, the Office also co-hosted an athletics-oriented Bear
Garden wth A.S. Concerts & Events for the first time.
Office of Spirit & Athletics
Programming
Outreach
Operations and Marketing
Bear Garden
Tritons Rising

$28,000.00
$10,000.00
$6,000.00
$2,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00

Future Financing
In April 2017, it was reported that UC San Diego was declined an invitation to join the Big West Conference. Therefore
for the time being, UC San Diego will not be transitioning to Division I. Still, ASUCSD recommends gradually increasing
the allocation to Spirit and Athletics as plans to proceed to Division I concretize. Even with this setback, an overall boost
in the sports culture this year should inspire a broader footprint from this office moving forward. Logistically, ASUCSD recommends that the annual Spirit Night receive its own line item in the Executive Budget. Now a campus tradition, Spirit
Night deserves to have its own dedicated line item.

Office of Environmental Justice Affairs
Office Overview
Environmental Justice Affairs is dedicated to promoting active sustainability on-campus in an intersection manner that
combines aspects of environmentalism and social justice. The Office has undertaken the task this year, of reforming the
narrative surrounding environmental justice to reflect a deeper and more holistic commitment to economic and social
equity. In addition to its core mission of promoting sustainable practices and furthering the University’s strategic plans
toward energy independence and zero-waste, the Office is tackling the issue of consumerism in regards to corporate responsibility on dilemmas like excessive packaging, methods of production, and fair labor practices.
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Some of the initiatives undertaken this year by the Office of Environmental Justice Affairs include:
• Authoring an event sustainability guide for student organizations
• Supplying students with reusable items such as mason jars and grocery bags that promote waste reduction
• Creating zero-waste signage to post within Price Center
• Integrating students with their environmental agency on-campus
• Tackling consumerism by educating students on the labor practices of companies
• Working with the Student Sustainability Collective to improve its operational structure
• Discussing sustainability efforts with Housing, Dining, and Hospitality
• Supporting community gardens on-campus and the Triton Food Pantry
• Hosting sustainability-based programs such as a careers in environmentalism symposium, a sustainable art workshop, and a Sustainability Fair hosting 15 environmentally-focused student organizations.
Current Budget
The Office faces a dichotomy between utilizing funds to promote its work and limiting its expenditures on purchases that
have a net positive impact on sustainability. For example, the Office used outreach and projects funds to purchase mason
jars and reusable bags as part of a long-term educational campaign to reduce consumer waste.
Office of Environmental Justice Affairs
Outreach
Marketing
Staff Development
Initiatives and Projects
Sustainability Investments
Programming

$5,755.00
$2,055.00
$300.00
$100.00
$1,300.00
$800.00
$1,200.00

Future Financing
Current levels of funding for the Office of Environmental Justice Affairs have proved sufficient. This year’s Office has done
well in refraining to use A.S. resources to organize duplicate programs that other sustainability-focused organizations are
already hosting. In the future, the Office may delegate a large amount of its programming efforts to the Student Sustainability Collective which receives a referendum lock-in allocation. The Office could then dedicate a larger proportion of
resources toward advocacy work.

Office of Concerts & Events (ASCE)
Office Overview
A.S. Concerts & Events enriches student life at UC San Diego by organizing and hosting a wide variety of events each
year, most notably the Sun God Festival, Hullabaloo, and Fall Y’all. ASCE also prides itself in taking on a wide range of
other concerts and events including shows at The Loft, Bear Gardens, and public ticket events.
ASCE employs the largest paid staff of all ASUCSD offices with the following positions filled:
• Chief of Staff
• Directors: Festivals, Bear Garden, Special Events,Marketing
• Coordinators: Festivals, Bear Garden, Special Events
• Media Liaison
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Current Budget
ASCE received approximately $250,000 more in 2016-2017 than in 2015-2016 due to the fee referendum, with $200,000
of this increase allocated directly to the Sun God Festival. This reverses a demoralizing reduction in funding for the Festival over the last few years that resulted from overall budget cuts and administrative pressures over whether the Festival
should continue to take place. With this year’s expanded budget comes a revitalization of events organized by ASCE. An
additional $10,000 for Fall Y’all transformed the event from small fall dance into large, well-branded event that implemented a new pre-registration wristband system for the first time. A $15,000 increase to $10,000 for Hullabaloo allowed
ASCE to rent plastic barricades that reduced waiting times in ride lines.
Certainly, the level of talent present at the Sun God Festival is the most prominent display of how funds are used. However, there are certain costs that ASCE cannot immediately forecast that encumber large parts of its budget. Security,
stage, lighting, production, and medical safety costs must all be accounted for prior to determination of the talent
budget each year. In this respect, ASCE is subject to market forces more than other ASUCSD offices. Security costs, for
example, are determined by the University Events Office and are assigned to ASCE. This means that with a fixed budget,
each additional dollar required for security is one less dollar that can be invested in talent.
Office of Concerts and Events
Sun God Festival
Sun God Festival Contingency
Music Licensing Fees
Hullabaloo
Fall Y'all
Special Events
Bear Gardens (4)
Bear Garden Senior Sendoff
Marketing
Staff Development

$1,047,200.00
$730,000.00
$20,000.00
$8,500.00
$100,000.00
$40,000.00
$58,000.00
$64,000.00
$22,000.00
$3,500.00
$1,200.00

Future Financing
The benefit of the ASCE budget is that all increases yield better talent and improved vendors that improve the student
experience. At this time, no large increase is recommended for ASCE. This year returned ASCE’s budget levels to a sustainable amount for the foreseeable future. Of course, this point may prove moot if features of the Sun God Festival currently restricted by the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs are permitted to return: extended night-time hours, re-entry,
and the presence of alcohol would all mean a larger festival that requires additional funds. Artist costs increase each year,
so 1-2% adjustments to the ASCE budget may be necessary each year to keep the quality of performances consistent.
Additionally, ASCE is in the position of maintaining the capacity to earn revenues from sources outside of Associated Students. Corporate sponsorship and ticket sales are but two mechanisms by which ASCE can supplement its budget allocation. There is no shortage of demand for events hosted by ASCE. Provided that senior administration approves of open
events, ASCE should strongly consider this.

Office of Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
Office Overview
The Office of Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion works to increase the knowledge, presence, and appreciation of diversity by
representing historically underrepresented groups on-campus. By creating a continuous space for discussion on issues
regarding diversity awareness, campus climate, and current issues through forums, training, films, speakers, surveys, and
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workshops, the Office ensures that students of all backgrounds have equal access to a superior UC education. As such,
the Office maintains strong working relationships with the primary resource centers on campus: the LGBT Resource Center, Cross Cultural Center, Women’s Center, Black Resource Center, and Raza Resource Centro. Additionally, the Associate Vice President (AVP) of Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion collaborates with the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Equity,
Diversity, and Inclusion (VC-EDI), the Student Promoted Access Center for Education and Service (SPACES), the Office of
Academic Support and Institutional Services (OASIS), the International Center, Inter-Tribal Resource Center, and Undocumented Student Services Center to bolster institutional support for structurally disadvantaged students.
The portfolio of entities overseen by the AVP Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion includes a variety the ASUCSD auxiliary commissions Tritons for Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (TEDI) and the Women’s Commission. TEDI develops critical consciousness surrounding equity minded leadership through a series of continuing workshops based on a well-defined social justice and cultural competency curriculum. The Women’s Commission functions as an autonomous entity overseen by its
own director hired by the AVP EDI with a mission of fighting for gender equity. The commission serves as a source of empowerment, encourages diversity, fosters a community of support and hosts two prominent annual events—Take Back
the Night and Women’s Awareness Week.
In 2016-2017, the Office has made visibility, accessibility, and accountability its key areas of focus. With a well-integrated
staff, the Office has begun to advertise its services to different communities on-campus and implement a schedule office
hours where students can meet with staff representatives to discuss office initiatives and student concern. In terms of accountability, the Office has undertaken a large effort to measure and document diversity-focused support on-campus.
Current Budget
The budget of the Office of EDI mirrors its organizational structure. Unique to its budget are ASUCSD sponsorships for
events held by campus partners. For example, this year ASUCSD allocated $5,000 for the Martin Luther King Jr. Day of
Service and Parade hosted by the Center for Student Involvement, and $3,100 to Thurgood Marshall College for its annual Cultural Celebration. Note that while the MLK Jr. Day line item states $2,500, an additional $2,500 was allocated
mid-year after passage of the Executive Budget. Additionally, $4,000 is provided to send a delegation of students to the
annual National Conference on Race and Ethnicity in Higher Education (NCORE). Each of the three aforementioned
events are staples of UC San Diego and the Office of EDI. New to the office budget this year is the Day of Silence. This
event was previously hosted and funded by Alliance, a now defunct ASUCSD commission. Despite the commissions dissolution, the Office decided to tae over Day of Silence and co-opt that line item. $1,500 in Alliance general programming funds were saved as a result.
The Women’s Commission and TEDI each have individualized budgets which provide for programming, marketing, and
operations.
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Office of Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
Outreach and Marketing
Staff Development
MLK Jr. Day
UCSD Cultural Celebration
National Conference on Race and Ethnicity in Higher Education (NCORE)
Day of Silence
Programming
Operating
Women's Commission
Programming and Operating
Take Back the Night
Women's Awareness Week
Tritons for Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (TEDI)
Programming
Marketing and Outreach

$14,975.00
$500.00
$600.00
$2,500.00
$3,100.00
$4,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,625.00
$150.00
$4,750.00
$500.00
$3,500.00
$750.00
$1,200.00
$1,100.00
$100.00

Future Financing
Since most funds are utilized for internal purposes (i.e. programs and initiatives) and for co-sponsorships, the present
funding levels are relatively sustainable. However, the Office has requested that staff positions become stipend-receiving
positions in the future. Likewise, ASUCSD recommends that the MLK Jr. Day allocation be permanently increased to
$5,000 since the event does create significant value in promoting both community service and civic engagement between UC San Diego and the local community. For these same reasons, this line item should also be transferred to the
Office of Local Affairs. Programming funds should be consistently allocated as Office programs serve as educational tools
for accomplishing the goals outlined in the Office Overview.

Office of Health and Wellness
Office Overview
The A.S. Office of Health and Wellness is in its first year of operations and has just begun to gain its footing. The Office is
charged with increasing awareness around and access to the various wellness resources available on-campus. By collaborating with Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS), CARE at SARC (Sexual Assault Resource Center), Student
Health Services, Tritons Flourish, the Zone, Office for the Prevention of Harassment and Discrimination (OPHD), and the
Wellness Cluster Student Advisory Board (WCSAB), the Office gains a better understanding of the current student physical and mental health climate on-campus and works to institute programs and recommend policy changes to improve
the quality of services. On a broader level, the AVP Health and Wellness addresses general UC health through by collecting data and evaluating UC insurance plans (RAFT and SHIP). Within ASUCSD, the Office is holistic in that is covers the
broad range of health topics from physical health, sexual health, mental health, nutrition, alcohol and drug awareness,
self-care, stress management, and general wellbeing. Workshops, campaigns, and awareness weeks are key methodologies by which the Office promotes its work.
Current Budget
Since this is a new office, ASUCSD allocated a small amount of funds to help the Office gain its footing. Note that the
$5,250 presented below is not the original budget allocated at the start of the year. In April 2017, at the request of AVP
Derek Lim, the Senate approved an additional $3,000 in programming funds (for a total of $4,000) due to the high volume of work undertaken by the office. AVP Lim organized the first ASUCSD Health and Wellness Awareness Week with
hundreds of participating students.
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$5,250.00

Office of Health and Wellness
Marketing
Programming
Outreach
Operating

$500.00
$4,000.00
$500.00
$250.00

Future Financing
Health continues to be a growing conversation on the UC San Diego campus. Because of this, the budget for the Office
of Heath and Wellness should increase as its influence and portfolio of work expands and solidifies. A minimum of $5,000
for programs are recommended.
The Office has also discussed the possibility of turning Tritons Flourish, a current workshop series hosted by CAPS, into
an ASUCSD commission overseen by the AVP Health and Wellness. Under current policy, ASUCSD will not fund department offshoots. However, if converted into an ASUCSD commission, Tritons Flourish would become a student-led initiative that could then be supported by student fees. A proposal for this change is pending the AVP’s timeline. ASUCSD
supports this conversion so long as there are guarantees that the commission would truly be student-run, and that funds
would not be simply used at the will of a UC San Diego staff member.

Office of Finance and Resources
Office Overview
The Office of Finance and Resources, overseen by the Financial Controller, prepares and oversees the annual $5.2 million
Executive Budget and in turn the financial solvency of Associated Students. In this capacity, the Office analyzes both
short-term and long-term revenue and spending trends and projections to determine the optimal allocation of financial
resources; This includes improving procedures to reduce inefficiencies and waste within the budget. A large part of this
year’s Office work was the development of this Assessment as a way to provide recommendations to boost the ASUCSD
budget and provide a comprehensive account of student fees on-campus. Maintaining working relationships with the Student Life Business Office is paramount, as the partnership is crucial to ensuring ASUCSD funds are utilized according to
the decisions the Office makes.
On the student organization side, the Financial Controller co-authors the Funding Guide and serves as chair of the Student Organization Funding Advisory Board. Per ASUCSD standing rules, all student organization funding requests are
officially approved, amended, or rejected by the Financial Controller each week. The Office also indirectly oversees a
portfolio of profit-generating enterprises that provide valuable goods and services to students while reducing the
ASUCSD dependency on student fees. Our service portfolio includes corporate partnerships, ASUCSD-managed services, and auxiliary service entities like the A.S. Graphic Studio.
More generally, the Office prides itself on a few large-scale criteria. For example, the Office acts with independence by
enforcing specific, objective criteria associated with fact-based, justifiable, equitable decision-making.
This year, the Office adopted an outward looking view aimed at expanding the footprint of Associated Students. Accomplishments that support this viewpoint include the following:
• Overhaul of the A.S. Funding Guide
• Preparation of the largest ASUCSD budget to date—$5.2 million
• Initiating the hiring of a new FTE Graphic Artist in the A.S. Graphic Studio
• Establishing an agreement to provide future funds to the Triton Food Pantry
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• Authoring the “Assessment on the Financial Sustainability of Associated Students”
• Supporting Triton Outfitters in achieving it’s best sales months to date
• Negotiating a new Safe Rides contract that established a partnership between ASUCSD and Uber
• Hosting funding seminars attracting 550 principal members of student organizations
Office of Finance and Resources
Marketing
Operating
Publications
Leadership Development
Initiatives

$7,300.00
$500.00
$500.00
$800.00
$500.00
$5,000.00

Current Budget
The Office of Finance and Resources relies upon a small internal operating budget. Most of the oversight, negotiation,
and decision-making work is non-monetary in that funds are not necessary to carrying out the work of the Office. This
year’s line items, however, reflect specific areas the Office intends to support. For example, “Publications” is a new line
item introduced this year that specifically allows for printing associated with this Assessment. Moreover, the “Initiatives”
line item was included so the Office could look into new avenues of expansion; One such goal that will not be acted
upon this year due to time constraints is the creation of a financial literacy education program.
Future Financing
The internal Finance and Resources budget is a low priority compared to other budget functions. Therefore, the overall
allocation should take into account the budget environment of ASUCSD. Internal operations funding can be kept to a
minimum if necessary. As an example, hard copies of publications can be replaced strictly with free digital copies. Note
that the only point is contrast rests in the line item “Leadership Development,” which is a critical piece of the Office structure. Since the Office of Finance staff works diligently on intensive, team-oriented projects for the duration of the year,
advancement of skills requires that funds be set aside to promote this effort.

Office of Student Organization
Office Overview
The primary role of the Office of Student Organizations is to administer and oversee the processes associated with student organization funding. This includes ensuring enforcement and compliance with all policies and procedures relating
to programming funds, tournament and competition funds, annual event funds, and interest-free programming loans.
Along with the Financial Controller, the Senior Associate Vice President (Sr. AVP) of Student Organizations authors the
annual Funding Guide and serves as a member of the Student Organization Funding Advisory Board (SOFAB). In fact,
the Sr. AVP initiates the funding process each week by reviewing all requests submitted. Complete submissions are forwarded to SOFAB for the next review, while incomplete applications are declined outright.
On a more empathic level, the Office seeks to foster positive relationships with principle members of student organizations through the dissemination of information, frequent communication, and a commitment to resolving funding conflicts early and often.
In 2016-2017, the Office has expanded its role in a number of meaningful ways. First, SOFAB held eight funding seminars between Fall and Winter Quarters with an overall attendance of 550 principal members. Additionally, the Office introduced two new temporary funding types: the Art Initiative and Permanent Item Initiative. Both were pilot programs
offered to student organizations in Winter 2017 only. The introduction of these initiatives is purely a function of the ex-
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panded Executive Budget. SOFAB wanted to provide a “dividend” to student organizations by allowing them to purchase items that are frequently requested, but do not qualify for funds under other ASUCSD funding types.
The Office also offers strategic oversight to the All Campus Transfer Association (ACTA) and All Campus Commuter
Board (ACCB). While both commissions possess their own leadership and budgets, they report to the Sr. AVP, who must
approve of all amendments to their constitutions and organizational structures.
Current Budget
Chapter _____ discusses the financial sustainability of student organization funding in-depth. 86% of the total Office
budget are unallocated funds disbursed directly to student organizations through the funding types outlined in the Funding Guide. The internal office budget is minimal—$500 for operations and $250 for marketing (mainly to promote the
two temporary funding initiatives previously described). ASUCSD also sets aside certain funds to event planning costs
on-campus assigned to student organizations or pre-paid by ASUCSD as an agreement not to charge student organizations: BBQ rentals for Library Walk spaces, performance agreement processing fees charged by the Student Life Business
office, access to the CSI Poster Room, and media services in classrooms.
An $815 allocation to the CSI Poster Room is governed through a Memorandum of Understanding in place through June
30, 2018 (See Appendix _______). The Poster Room gives organizations access to art supplies they can use to prepare
posters for their upcoming events.
The $8,000 Media Services Payment is a fixed amount line item paid to Information Technology Services for use of AV
technology in classroom and lecture halls.
ASUCSD allocates a fixed $7,000 each year to Sports Club Unallocated to support athletic programs on-campus.
Office of Student Organizations
Operating
Marketing
Art Initiative
Permanent Item Initiative
Student Org Operating Unallocated
Student Org Programming Unallocated
Fall Quarter Weeks 0-5
Fall Quarter Weeks 6-Finals and Winter Quarter
Spring Quarter
Tournament and Competition Unallocated

$530,866.00
$500.00
$250.00
$2,000.00
$7,000.00
$5,000.00
$410,000.00
$77,000.00
$193,140.00
$139,860.00
$40,000.00
$8,000.00
$2,460.00
$3,000.00
$4,000.00
$815.00
$7,000.00
$300.00

Media Services Payment
Funding Guides
BBQ Rentals
Performance Agreements
CSI Poster Room
Sports Club Unallocated
Student Org Funding Seminars
Annual Events
Sangam: Culture Show
BSU: Kwanza

$15,341.00
$9,486.70
$5,854.30
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Future Financing
Current funding levels should be sustainable over the next few years. The 2016 fee referendum allowed ASUCSD to increase allocations to the primary student organization funding types, thereby shoring up years of steady declines. With
this influx, no further substantial increases are necessary. The lone exception may be Tournament and Competition Unallocated, yet this is discussed further in Chapter ________.
ASUCSD recommends the Funding Guide line item be reduced to accommodate for 500 printed copies each year. The
$2,460 this year reflects the purchase of 1,000 copies. As more students access the Funding Guide online, fewer hard
copies are needed. Still, the line item should not be eliminated completely. Many stakeholders utilizing the Funding
Guide (including ASUCSD, student organizations, CSI advisors, and SLBO fund managers) prefer the printed Funding
Guide. Funding Guide costs can be further reduced by eliminating The Green Initiative Fund section from the Funding
Guide. TGIF is administered by the Student Sustainability Collective, not ASUCSD directly, and the SSC has been resistant to marketing this program through the Funding Guide. Therefore, it’s inclusion in future years is unnecessary.

Office of Enterprises and Services
Office Overview
The Office of Enterprises and Services oversees a portfolio of ASUCSD-owned businesses, corporate partnerships, and
ASUCSD affiliated media organizations.
Enterprises are defined as revenue generating entities that provide needed goods and services to students and the community at large. Generally, enterprises are divided into two categories: academic enterprises and auxiliary enterprises.
Academic enterprises offer resources to improve student academic success. The two ASUCSD academic enterprises—
A.S. Lecture Notes and A.S. Soft Reserves—indefinitely eased operations at the end of Fall 2016. Auxiliary enterprises
consist of all other entities that enhance student-life on-campus but are unrelated to academics: Triton Outfitters and Senior Memory Book are the current two. All enterprises, regardless of classification, operate in a manner consistent with fair
business practices. Their role is unapologetically to earn a net profit that can be used as supplemental income in the Executive Budget. In the long-term, all enterprises profits are returned directly to the student body.
Services on the other hand are fully or partially funded by Associated Students. Partnerships provide valuable services to
students across a variety of areas, from free and subsidized late-night rides, shuttles from campus to San Diego International Airport over university breaks, free daily copies of the New York Times, and a supply-based vending machine in
Geisel Library. Student media services—TTV and KSDT—provide unique opportunities and experiences for students to
become involved in creative outlets.
The A.S. Graphic Studio is discussed further in the “Review of Services” chapter, and thus will not be mentioned further
in this section.
The Associate Vice President (AVP) of Enterprises and Services directly manages all partnership services, but provides directional leadership for student media and auxiliary services. Though KSDT, TTV, and the Graphic Studio operate independently, for example, the AVP serves as the point of connection between the services and ASUCSD. Due to the highlevel nature of the position, the AVP explores new methods by which to expand the quality of services available to students.
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Current Budget
It is important to note at the outset that ASUCSD enterprises do not receive Executive Budget allocations to support
daily operations—hence their designation as self-sustaining enterprises. The lone exception to this policy this year were
two allocations to Triton Outfitters for a storage facility omni-lock and a new mobile tent.
Like the Office of Student Organizations, most funds allocated under the Office of Enterprises and Services are not for
internal programming purposes, but are set aside directly as payments to service partnerships: Uber for Safe Rides, UC
San Diego Transportation Services for the holiday shuttle, the New York Times for the readership program, etc.
Per the current contract between ASUCSD and Uber, ASUCSD allocates $36,000 to provide free and subsidized late
night rides to undergraduate students. The $4,000 reserve fund was set aside in the event that a demand for rides exceeds the baseline allocation. The 2017 Sun God Festival led to such an increase in demand for the service that ASUCSD
may need to utilize this reserve fund before year-end.

Office of Enterprises and Services
A.S. Safe Rides
A.S. Safe Rides Reserve
Holiday Airport Shuttle
New York Times Collegiate Readership Program
Operating
Marketing
Triton Television (TTV)
Equipment
Studio Operations
Programming

$92,696.09
$36,000.00
$4,000.00
$7,500.00
$5,775.00
$500.00
$3,000.00
$35,921.09
$31,315.71
$2,394.37
$2,211.01

Future Financing
Marketing is a low-level necessity of the Office. The current $3,000 allocation may be reduced to $500-$1,000 in future
years. ASUCSD also recommends eliminating the New York Times readership program which could potentially save
$7,500 per year. More budget recommendations are provided in the chapters specifically reviewing enterprises and services.

Office of External Affairs
Office Overview
The purpose of the Office of External Affairs is to educate the UC San Diego student body on issues affecting their wellbeing at the local, state, and national level. The External Affairs team advocates for issues regarding higher education by
lobbying system-wide University officials and local legislators on behalf of the student body. As such, the Office maintains relationships with the University of California Student Association (UCSA, where the Vice President of External Affairs serves as a voting board member), the UC Board of Recents, UC Office of the President, California State Assembly,
and California State Senate.
More broadly, the Office oversees the implementation of all UCSA-wide campaigns on the UC San Diego Campus. The
current campaigns include:
• #HowAreYou
• Sustain Our Students
• Fund the UC
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• ReIGNITE
Since lobbying, organizing, and coalition building are large efforts of External Affairs, the Office sends delegation of students to multiple conferences each year to ensure the UC San Diego undergraduate voice is heard. Conferences include
the UCSA Student Organizing Summit, Student Lobbying Conference (Sacramento), Students of Color Conference, and
others at the discretion of the VP External Affairs.
The Office also oversees voter registration efforts on campus through the Student Organized Voter Access Committee
(SOVAC) and lobbying efforts through the Triton Lobby Corp (TLC).
Current Budget
It is clear the majority of External funds are provided for student lobbying and organizing conferences. In fact, about
$20,000 more were allocated this year for the line item. All other line items are relatively standard. Since the VP External
Affairs, Campus Organizing Director, and Legislative Director, sit on the UCSA Board of Directors, they require travel
funds to attend board meetings on behalf of UC San Diego.

Office of External Affairs
Operating
Conferences
Outreach, Forums, Campaigns, Coalition-Building
Board Meetings
Leadership Development
Board Retreat
Triton Lobby Corp
Student Organized Voter Access Committee (SOVAC)
Operations
Travel

$100,850.00
$450.00
$75,000.00
$7,000.00
$11,600.00
$300.00
$500.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$2,500.00
$500.00

Future Financing
Generally, the budget is scaleable in the sense that a larger conferences budget means more students can attend the
conference. Travel also presents an element of volatility as it relates to the price of oil and plane tickets. Adjustments
should be made to reflect annual price increases in transportation costs.

Office of Local Affairs
Office Overview
The Office of Local Affairs is a sub-office of External Affairs focusing on programs, projects, and campaigns that the campus to the local San Diego community. Working with local legislators and campus partners, the Office addresses economic, social, and indigenous issues. This year, the Office has prioritized leadership development through the Perspectives on Professional Pathways.
The Office has experienced an increase in its own internal aspects this year by growing its team of ten staff members
who have responsibilities per their own positions but also per their sub-committees. This structure allows the Office to
ensure it makes progress on tackling the most pressing issues in the San Diego area—education and homelessness
among them.
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Current Budget
Funds are used primarily for joint projects spearheaded by the Office of Local Affairs.

Office of Local Affairs
Operations
Leadership Development
Programming, Events, Forums
Initiatives and Outreach

$6,500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$1,500.00
$4,000.00

Future Financing
ASUCSD envisions the Office of Local Affairs taking on an advocacy-based role that does not necessarily require programming to be a large budget component. Rather, outreach work should define the scope of the office. Cuts to programming and operations, and maintaining the initiatives and outreach line items would align resources more closely with Office goals.

All Campus Transfer Association (ACTA)
Commission Overview
ACTA is a commission of ASUCSD tasked with improving the transfer student experience on-campus. ACTA supports
transfer students on three major fronts: (1) by coordinating social and academic events that improve the integration of
transfers into the campus community, (2) advocating for transfer concerns at the administrative level, and (3) by collaborating with the Admissions Office on community college outreach. ACTA also serves as the official liaison to the Village
(the only on-campus transfer residential community).
Current Budget
ACTA received a notable budget increase this year to sustain its efforts in properly representing the growing transfer
population, soon to be 1/3 of the entire undergraduate population.
All Campus Transfer Association (ACTA)
Programming and Operating
College Transfer Collaborations
Village Programming
Transfer Graduation
Dinner & A Movie
Transfer Hangouts (6)
Outreach and Promotion
Leadership Development

$14,100.00
$7,500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$1,800.00
$1,000.00
$300.00

Future Financing
ACTA’s budget is variable in that there is flexibility in the programs executed year to year. The notable exception is Transfer Graduation which should be maintained at $1,000 minimum each year, with future increases contingent on higher participation rates. This is to be expected as the event is only one year old and has not become “tradition” yet for transfer
students. As it becomes such, ASUCSD may decide to prioritize funding for the event. Moreover, ASUCSD recommends
consolidating certain line items. For instance, general programming, Village programming, and transfer hangouts can all
be categorized under the more inclusive “programming umbrella.”
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All Campus Commuter Board (ACCB)
Commission Overview
ACCB exists to assist commuter students in creating a community at UC San Diego through both programming and advocacy efforts. Part of this includes informing students of the locations and amenities of various commuter lounges on campus. The other part encompasses a swath of programs that ease the burden of commuter life: Breakfast at the Loop, biweekly Social Power Hours (each which includes a presentation by a different on-campus resource), Town Hall events, Dinner & A Movie, tabling, etc. One such event co-sponsored by ACCB and the A.S. Senate this year, Haunted Food Hunt,
attracted over 500 students. At the event, students could visit each commuter lounge on-campus where a different food
item awaited. The event got students to visit their respective commuter lounges and know that they are a daily resource.
Current Budget
The size of this year’ budget set ACCB up for a successful year. 12 social power hours per year (4 per quarter) provide a
space for commuters to socialize, enjoy Round Table, and learn from beneficial campus resources. In the past, the Zone,
Active Minds, the Career Center, and Student Legal Services have all been presented on topics of interest to commuter
students. ACCB relied upon their outreach and promotion line items this year to begin a lunch container program that
reduces waste and brands ACCB positively. Since there is much overlap between commuter and transfer students, ACCB
frequently partners with ACTA to host events through its commuter collaborations line item. Collaborations focus on
bridging communication with all college-level commuter associations across campus by expanding vehicles of support.
The Townhall Event was first established this academic year as a way for students, faculty, and staff to discuss important
commuter issues and learn about various resources available to aid these issues. The structure allows campus representatives to update students and answer questions on a broad range of topics from off-campus housing, transportation,
health and wellness, tenants rights and rental agreements, etc.. Afterwards, students have an opportunity to meet these
department representatives at an interactive resource fair.
The Mentorship Pilot Program, Adopt-A-Commuter (AAC), is inspired by a former program at Eleanor Roosevelt College.
This program focuses on aiding the “isolation effect” faced by many commuters who feel disengaged with campus life—
especially since the population of first-year commuter students is growing. One particular concern is that first-year commuters will not have the same experience that on-campus first-years do. Overall, in 2015-2016 the Office of Student Research and Information published that 57% of students live-off campus. To close this gap between a lackluster commuter
experience and a robust on-campus experience, the program would pair an on-campus resident with an off-campus resident who would become their “mentor” on getting involved and making the campus their “home.”
All Campus Commuter Board (ACCB)
Social Power Hours (12)
Outreach and Promotion
Workshops
Commuter Collaborations
Dinner & A Movie
Breakfast at the Loop (6)
Programming
Marketing
Townhall Events
Mentorship Pilot Program

$11,100.00
$1,400.00
$1,200.00
$1,600.00
$300.00
$1,500.00
$700.00
$2,000.00
$500.00
$900.00
$1,000.00
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Future Financing
The current budget is very sustainable. ACCB has not realized a need for additional funds this year, so it is unanticipated
increases will be required next year. The Mentorship Pilot Program line item is likely to go unexhausted this year. Social
Power Hours are a staple of ACCB so there is reason to increase this line item in the future should ACCB justify the need
for it.

Triton Television (TTV)
Service Overview
Triton Television is UC San Diego’s only student run film studio. TTV specializes in creating high quality promotional content for its student organization and campus community clients. In addition, TTV offers a quarterly internship program to
undergraduates looking to advance their knowledge in media with an emphasis on video production and photography.
In carrying out this mission TTV fosters community growth and collaboration amongst students of different majors, backgrounds, and leadership experiences, all coming together to share their interest in film production.
This year, Triton Television prioritized four goals to improve its long-term success:
1. Establish a protocol to accept client projects and complete them more efficiently
2. Create long term organizational solutions for equipment and maintenance
3. Upgrade our existing equipment and studio space
4. Continue to provide a community space for learning and individual growth
However, there are are constraints that need to be addressed in the near future. First is the size of the studio space. At
560 square feet, there is little room to expand capacity, making it difficult to use the space for multiple purposes. TTV
needs space for meetings, screenings, computers, equipment, and utility storage, all of which require a larger and more
specialized studio space. Currently, the Station Managers are looking into the former darkroom and screen printing room
across from the TTV station in the Original Student Center as a potential solution.
Current Budget
This year’s budget allowed TTV to invest in itself. The budget tripled from last year from approximately $12,000 to
$35,000 so that TTV could upgrade its more expensive lines of equipment. For example, TTV recently purchased a new
camera for the first time in four years. Keeping a functioning equipment stock means TTV can accept more revenuegenerating projects and in turn become a more self-sustaining service. At this time, the programming budget is used
mainly for “48 Hour Film Festivals.”

Triton Television (TTV)
Equipment
Studio Operations
Programming

$35,921.09
$31,315.71
$2,394.37
$2,211.01

Future Financing
Looking ahead, ASUCSD anticipates TTV will require at least $25,000 a year to meet the demands of media production.
This year’s budget is perhaps an overallocation of what will be needed in future years because new equipment was
needed quickly. Moving forward, with a sustained budget TTV can spread out its purchases over multiple years. Next
year, TTV is looking to acquire two more cameras and a new computer. Down the line, if another physical space is acquired, the operations budget will require increases as well.
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As stated, a large portion of the budget is for equipment. However, this can vary from year to year based on (1) the expected life of the current equipment stock, and (2) overall industry standards. Equipment can include cameras, tripods,
lenses, accessories, computers, software, sound recording devices, desks, projector screens, projectors, props, and tools.
ASUCSD recommends supporting TTV In its efforts my allocating a base of $25,000 per year with increases when TTV
can justify large-scale equipment purchases required during the year.
The overall effect of investing in TTV is that revenue-generating projects can supplement student fee allocations.

KSDT
Service Overview
KSDT Radio, a student-run radio station, is one of A.S.’s most prominent media services. Since formed in 1967, KSDT has
taken on a number of forms, but in its current formulation broadcasts 24-7 over the internet. Along with an ensemble of
DJs and show hosts, KSDT features an eclectic sound of underrepresented and emerging artists and genres, striving to
promote independent music not available in the mainstream.
In addition to its radio shows, KSDT maintains state of the art facilities. A fully equipped recording and podcasting studio
open to all students keeps the station up to date with the leading industry standards. In fact, this year KSDT has taken a
number of steps to updates its space and equipment to current standards, setting itself up for strong growth in the coming years. Moreover, the service has begun to collaborate with other groups on-campus to promote diversity through radio.
Organizationally, two general managers oversee the operational and external affairs of KSDT from coordinating staff to
managing its budget. Both managers are classified as Category V directors under the A.S. payroll structure, meaning
they attend weekly ASUCSD Council meetings as the chief representatives for KSDT. Music Directors, Sound Engineers,
Programming Directors, Promotional Directors, Marketing Directors, and Podcast Directors oversee internal affairs as it
relates to each specialization.
Current Budget
KSDT is presently the only ASUCSD service to receive a referendum lock-in. This year’s $84,585 allocation, combined
with prior year carry forward of $78,603 endow KSDT with total funds of $163,188, and total expendable funds of
$140,533 net of career salaries.
Of this amount, $7,680 is returned as stipends to the two station managers and one sound engineer—three positions
critical to the successful operations of KSDT. Due to their classification as Director V positions on the A.S. payroll categorization, the station managers serve as the lead point of contact between ASUCSD and KSDT.. Their participation in Council allows them to collaborate with various ASUCSD offices, taking a particularly involved role in A.S. Concerts & Events
festivals Sun God and Hullabaloo.
Future Financing
Due to the lock-in, KSDT’s budget will remain constant at $1.10 per student per quarter. KSDT has no intention to request, nor does ASUCSD have any intention, of allocating any additional funds in excess of this amount. Note that
ASUCSD does not maintain oversight over how KSDT ultimately determines its budget line items.
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C O M PA R AT I V E S T U D E N T F E E S
ACROSS UC CAMPUSES
Having considered the finances of Associated Students at UC San Diego, it is noteworthy to explore UC San Diego in the
context of the UC system as a whole across its nine undergraduate campuses (UC San Francisco is a graduate-only institution). Specifically, the following analysis relates to the Associated Students (or comparable organization) activity fee at
each campus.

The chart below annualizes each campus’s activity fee as not all campuses function on the quarter system. It is
thus best to consider a quarterly fee multiplied by three quarters or a semester fee multiplied by two semesters
instead.
Comparative Campus Activity Fee
$365.85

UC Santa Barbara

$216.96

UC Los Angeles

UC San DIego

$201.75

UC Merced

$131.36

UC Davis

$105.00

$54.00

UC Irvine

UC Berkeley

UC Riverside

UC Santa Cruz
$0.00

$27.50

$12.50

$7.00
$50.00

$100.00

$150.00

$200.00

$250.00

$300.00

$350.00

$400.00

In relation to other UC campuses, ASUCSD assesses the third highest activity fee. Unfortunately, no large conclusions can be drawn from this because each campus uses its fee for different purposes. UC Merced for example
has two separate activity fees: one general fee to support student organizations and general operations, and
another specifically for on-campus entertainment and programs (concerts, lectures, and cultural events). The
graph below reflects only the first one characterized as an “activity fee.” For UC San Diego, this second fee
would be the equivalent of a budget allocation to A.S. Concerts & Events (ASCE).
Moreover, because each fee is determined by the students at each campus, it is impossible to assume that a
higher fee equates to a better student experience. Certainly, ASUCSD ensures that students receive the most
benefit from their quarterly fee.
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T H E F U T U R E S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y O F A S S O C I AT E D S T U D E N T S
As stated at the outset, the budget outlook is optimistic. With little to no debt, consistently growing income from student fees, enhanced efforts to increase the profits of ASUCSD enterprises, and properly planning for increases in costs
and looking to eliminate waste each year, there is little reason to worry that the ASUCSD budget will not balance over
the following 5+ years.
To reemphasize again, the 2016 fee referendum made this possible by increasing the overall size of the ASUCSD pool of
funds. However, with increased enrollment, the demand for work and services by provided by ASUCSD is about to balloon as well.
Among the positive outcomes ASUCSD can look forward to over the coming years include:
• $200,000 in Mandate Reserves which are readily available
• Steady income increases due to a CPI-chained Campus Activity Fee
• Triton Outfitters has paid off all its debt. It can now become an enterprise that returns a percentage of profits back to
the Executive Budget each year
• Potential for growth within Senior Memory Book. Increased advertising should boost sign-ups per year
• Expansion of the A.S. Graphic. With a larger team and equipment stock, the Studio can take on more revenuegenerating work
• A fiscally-minded Associated Students that understands ASUCSD should maximize the value of the student fee
However, ASUCSD faces challenges ahead still to overcome:
• Inflation means prices continue to increase. Therefore, the Activity Fee increases with inflation, but so do costs of
goods and services
• Adjusting to increased enrollment across campus. ASUCSD will need to learn to scale its programs and services in a
way that is both responsible and meets the needs of students
• Shifts from programs to projects. One-time events do not necessarily yield the same benefit as ongoing services. Over
the last number of years, ASUCSD has shifted its efforts toward services. Services require a more committed investment in terms of financial and human resources than do programs
• Reserve policies for ASUCSD auxiliaries. As witnessed this year, auxiliaries of ASUCSD have a tendency to build up
their reserves to such a point that it matches or exceeds the size of their annual budget. This ties up student fees in a
way that the benefit is not returned directly to them.
• Budget oversight. Aligning all subdivisions of ASUCSD will continue to require energy on the part of A.S. to ensure
budgets are completed and submitted timely, that no individual overspends line items, and that the quality of work
completed is to such a degree students do not question the work ethic of ASUCSD leaders.
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Recommendations
Thus far, many recommendations have been made within the body of this Assessment as they relate to specific areas of
discussion. Here, we present a final list of more generally proposed recommendations to improve the financial sustainability of Associated Students.
• Standardize Reserve Policies: As mentioned previously, “reserves” refer to savings accounts for funds held by units
within Associated Students. Generally, reserves serve as either a rainy-day fund or for large, one-time investments that
are not normally funded through annual appropriations. However, some entities have accumulated their reserves to
such an extent that it matches the size of their annual budget. When Activity Fee income is guaranteed each year, it
irresponsible to tie up a full year’s budget in reserves for the sake of claiming fiscal responsibility. ASUCSD therefore
recommends that any group which accumulates an excessive amount of reserves relative to the size of its annual
budget, at a maximum of 33% of the annual budget size, should return the excess to Associated Students. The benefits to a policy like this are multifold. First, ASUCSD has an “organizational advantage” over utilizing large sums of
funds. With a full set of administrative support staff and larger portfolio of work, student fees could be put to better
use when they are available to serve the full mission of ASUCSD. This year, ASUCSD earmarked $30,000 from the reserve returns from the Student Sustainability Collective for constructing the expanded Triton Food Pantry.
• Professional Staff Hiring Freeze: ASUCSD this year devoted a substantial amount of time and resources to rebuild a
depleted professional staff team. With the exception of hiring a third full time Graphic Artist for the A.S. Graphic Studio, ASUCSD recommends that no new full-time positions be established. At this time, every area of ASUCSD has a
staff advisor to provide strategic support and oversight. Overcrowding the bench of staff would lock-in financial resources where students may see no direct benefit, and where the costs of hiring an additional staff member do not necessarily translate into an equal or greater amount of value to ASUCSD.
• No Future Referendum Lock-Ins: Referendum lock-ins, with SPACES as the exception, do not work. While they have
supported some entities’ efforts to grow, lock-ins have also created financially bloated entities and have left some entities misappropriating funds in ways inimical to students. Lock-ins do not allow students to reevaluate their priorities
year to year. Lock-ins from referenda voted on in the 1970s and 1980s are still in effect today, even after some of the
entities to which the lock-ins are provided are now defunct. As an alternative, ASUCSD recommends authoring multiyear Memoranda of Understanding between A.S. and other organizations. MOU’s that “lock-in” funds for three to five
years allow more greater flexibility and more equitable distribution of fees.
• Add Budget Management and Reporting Responsibilities to Any ASUCSD Individual Overseeing any Area of the
Executive Budget: Currently, those with budget authority (AVPs, etc.) are not required to report at any specific time
interval any incurred expenses or placement of funds. Rather, the Student Life Business Office and A.S. Office of Finance and Resources can access the ledger of expenses made. Note though that the index system differs slightly from
the line item budget allocations. This year, ASUCSD tested a framework by which those with budget authority could
accurately track their committed expenses based on line items. However, the Office of Finance found that providing
expenditure reporting resources and documents as “useful tools” rather than job-mandated requirements hampered
this initiative. It is thus recommended that all individuals with budget authority be required to record independently all
expenditures and be able to confidently reconcile them with specific line items from which they are deducted. Likewise, they shall submit these on a monthly basis for the Financial Controller so that the Office of Finance and Resources may ensure proper reconciliation with index accounts. Line items may change from year to year whereas indexes do not. Expenditure worksheets provide tools that guarantee AVPs do not exceed the amount allocated for
each line item. Transparency and accountability are key motivators underlying this recommendation.
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• Abolish the College Council Lock-In: ASUCSD should propose a referendum that effectively eliminates the current
college-council lock in. The lock-in first passed in 1985 under the assumption that councils would not charge their own
activity fees as well. Over recent years, it has become apparent that college councils have no real need for these allocations. Likewise, it is not the responsibility to provide direct financial support to the college councils. Each council is an
autonomous organization, many of which make clear to ASUCSD that they prefer to avoid collaboration. Rather,
ASUCSD supports each college council increasing their own college activity fee by a vote of their own students.
• Author an Updated Assessment Every Three Years: Updating this Assessment every three years will improve the
transparency of Associated Students overall. Information regarding student fees was never meant to be hidden from
the students, and A.S. cannot assume that students already have this information at their disposal. It is the responsibility of A.S. finance leaders to publish Assessments that promote fee accountability on all fronts. Since ASUCSD is a dynamic, continuously evolving organization, a consideration every few years will keep A.S. accountable to the constituents. Moreover, institutional memory is often the greatest inhibitor of progress in ASUCSD, and maintenance of this
report addresses this.
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The A.S. offices are located on the 4th floor of Price Center East

